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Welcome to the 13th Annual Western Hunting & Conservation Expo. Sportmen for Fish & Wildlife and the Mule Deer Foundation are excited to bring you this very special hunting and conservation show. Your attendance and purchases help ensure the conservation of our wildlife and wild lands and the future of our hunting and sporting heritage. Thank you for joining us.

We are proud of how far the Expo has grown the past 13 years and this year promises to be spectacular. Our four day event features over 500 exhibitors offering the finest guides, outfitters, professional hunters, artists, taxidermists, jewelers, furriers and purveyors of fine guns, knives, optics, clothing and sporting equipment for the discerning sportsman and sportswoman.

We invite you to peruse, enjoy and purchase from our outstanding exhibitors and attend our informative seminars from the industry pros. Our world-class banquets will feature celebrity speakers, which include Robert O/Neill, Former Navy Seal known as the soldier who shot Osama Bin Laden as well as Former Congressman and best selling author, Jason Chaffetz. Our evening entertainment will not disappoint. We are happy to announce David Lee Murphy, Eli Young Band and LoCash. Our legendary auctions – in addition to hunts, trips, art and gear – include over 50 state, provincial and tribal permits; more than anywhere on earth. Ladies can dress in their finest Roaring 20's wear and enjoy the Ladies Luncheon midday on Friday complete with silent auction, fantastic drawings, exciting games and great prizes!

As an attendee, you have the exclusive opportunity to enter drawings for 200 premier Utah big game tags including, bighorn sheep, desert sheep, mule deer, elk, bison, antelope, black bear, cougar, moose and mountain goat. Five once-in-a-lifetime tags are featured FOR NON-RESIDENTS ONLY – Moose, Desert Bighorn Sheep, Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep, Bison and Mountain Goat. Stop by the Utah Tags Registration counter for your chance to have your name drawn for one of these premium-limited tags.

The Western Hunting & Conservation Expo is made possible only by the generous support of our corporate sponsors, exhibitors, donors, members and guests. On behalf of our collective board of directors and staff, we thank you for your support, patronage and attendance. Enjoy the Expo!

Miles Morett  
MDF President & CEO

Troy Justensen  
SFW President
2019 DAILY SCHEDULE

EXHIBIT HALL HOURS

Thursday, February 14 • 10 am–7 pm
Friday, February 15 • 10 am–7 pm
Saturday, February 16 • 10 am–7 pm
Sunday, February 17 • 10 am–4 pm

DAILY ADMISSION FEES

Kids 10 and under get in FREE
Youth 11-17 • $10/day
Adults • $25/day

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 13

Event Registration
8:00 am – 5:00 pm
Room 150 A

Mule Deer Working Group
8:00 am – 5:00 pm
Room 257 AB

MDF Kickoff Party
6:00 pm – 10:00 pm
Marriott City Creek Grand Ballroom
Sponsor – Full Draw Film Tour & MTN Ops

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 14

Exhibit Hall Tickets
9:00 am – 7:00 pm
Salt Palace South Foyer, Tower Entrance & Lower Mezzanine Hall 4

Evening Event Registration
9:00 am – 7:00 pm
Room 150 A

Exhibit Hall Grand Opening Ceremonies
9:45 am

Exhibit Hall Open
10:00 am – 7:00 pm
Halls A-E & Halls 1-4

Member VIP Lounge
11:00 am – 5:00 pm
Room 254

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15

Exhibit Hall Tickets
9:00 am – 7:00 pm
Salt Palace South Foyer, Tower Entrance & Lower Mezzanine Hall 4

Evening Event Registration
9:00 am – 7:00 pm
Room 150 A

Exhibit Hall Open
10:00 am – 7:00 pm
Halls A-E & Halls 1-4

State Champion Duck & Goose Calling Registration
3:00 – 6:00 pm
Room 255

Seminar – “Hunting in Alaska”
10:00 am
Room 150 G
Presented by: Joe Latarte
Sponsor: Alaska Wilderness Enterprises

Member VIP Lounge
11:00 am – 5:00 pm
Room 254

“Party, Misbehave, Repeat” Ladies Luncheon & Auction
11:00 am – 3:00 pm
Room 355
Featuring Entertainment by: KillerKeys Dueling Pianos

Seminar – “Western Hunting Application Strategy”
11:15 am
Room 150 G
Presented by: Jordan Christensen
Sponsor: The Draw

WHCE Live Auction
12:00 pm – 4:00 pm
Salt Palace Grand Ballroom

Seminar – “Public Land Strategies - Tactics, Gear and Draw Odds”
12:30 pm
Room 150 G
Presented by: Eastman’s Hunting
Sponsor: Sportsman’s Warehouse

Seminar – “Bowhunting Muleys: Spot & Stalk” - Tips and tricks for spot & stalk mule deer hunting from the sand-hills to the high-country
1:45 pm
Room 150 G
Presented by: Shawn Luchtel & Michael Hun sucker
Sponsor: Heartland Bowhunter & The Mule Deer Foundation

Seminar – “Bowhunting Tactics for Public Land Mule Deer”
3:00 pm
Room 150 G
Presented by: Marc Smith
Sponsor – Full Draw Film Tour & MTN Ops

Seminar – “Predator & Big Game Calling Techniques”
4:15 pm
Room 150 G
Presented by: Al Morris
Sponsor: Foxpro
5:30 pm
Room 150 G
Presented by: Robby Denning
Sponsor: Rokslide

Conservation Banquet, Auction & Entertainment
6:45 pm – 11:00 pm
Salt Palace Grand Ballroom
Keynote Speaker: Robert O’Neil
Featuring Entertainment by: Eli Young Band

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 17

Exhibit Hall Tickets
9:00 am – 7:00 pm
Salt Palace South Foyer, Tower Entrance & Lower Mezzanine Hall 4

Evening Event Registration - Will Call
10:00 am – 2:00 pm
Room 150 A

Exhibit Hall Open
10:00 am – 4:00 pm
Halls A-E & Halls 1-4

Seminar – “Western Hunting Application Strategy”
10:00 am
Room 150 G
Presented by: Jordan Christensen
Sponsor: The Draw

Seminar – “Women Outdoors – Going the Extra Mile”
11:15 am
Room 150 G
Presented by: Donnelle Johnson & Lisa Thompson
Sponsor: HuntData.com

Seminar – “Ebikes 101: Making an Educated Purchase”
12:30 pm
Room 150 G
Presented by: Bryan Child & David Andre
Sponsor: BackCountry Ebikes

WHCE Drawings
2:00 pm
Exhibit Hall Drawing Area

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 16

Utah State NASP Tournament
7:00 am – 5:00 pm
Hall 5

MDF Member Awards Breakfast
7:30 am – 11:00 am
Room 250

Exhibit Hall Tickets
9:00 am – 7:00 pm
Salt Palace South Foyer, Tower Entrance & Lower Mezzanine Hall 4

Evening Event Registration
9:00 am – 7:00 pm
Room 150 A

State Champion Duck & Goose Calling
8:30 am – 4:00 pm
Room 255

Full Curl Society Annual Meeting
9:00 am – 1:00 pm
Salt Palace Grand Ballroom

Exhibit Hall Open
10:00 am – 7:00 pm
Halls A-E & Halls 1-4

Seminar – “The Adventures of Hunting all 29 Species of Big Game in North America”
10:00 am
Room 150 G
Presented by: J. Alain Smith
Sponsor: Rugged Expeditions

Book Signing: J. Alain Smith Will be Signing His Top Selling Book Outside of Room 150G Following His Seminar

Member VIP Lounge
11:00 am – 5:00 pm
Room 254

11:15 am
Room 150 G
Presented by: Coni Brooks

Seminar – “Public Land Strategies - Tactics, Gear and Draw Odds”
12:30 pm
Room 150 G
Presented by: Eastman’s Hunting
Sponsor: Sportsman’s Warehouse

Elk Calling Contest
1:00 pm – 4:00 pm
Room 250

Seminar – “Bowhunting Muleys: Spot & Stalk” - Tips and tricks for spot & stalk mule deer hunting from the sand-hills to the high-country
1:45 pm
Room 150 G
Presented by: Shawn Luchtel & Michael Hunsucker
Sponsor: Heartland Bowhunter & The Mule Deer Foundation

Seminar – “All Ladies Q&A Hunting Panel”
3:00 pm
Room 150 G
Presented by: Colleen Payne, Jana Waller, Kirstie Pike, Jordan Budd, Julie McQueen & Aryanna Gourdin
Sponsor: The Mule Deer Foundation

Seminar – “Backpack Hunting Gear”
4:15 pm
Room 150 G
Presented by: Dustin Wittwer
Sponsor: Team Backcountry

Seminar – “Five Strategies for Mule Deer Success: Q&A with Marc Smith & Robby Denning”
5:30 pm
Room 150 G
Presented by: Marc Smith & Robby Denning
Sponsor: Rokslide

WHCE Saturday Night Banquet, Auction & Entertainment
6:45 pm – 11:00 pm
Salt Palace Grand Ballroom
Keynote Speaker: Jason Chaffetz
Featuring Entertainment by: LOCASH
AUCTION & PURCHASE ITEMS TERMS & CONDITIONS

The Western Hunting & Conservation Expo (WHCE) is organized to benefit wildlife conservation in conjunction with the Mule Deer Foundation (MDF) and Sportsman for Fish & Wildlife (SFW) by generating funds through the auction of items donated by individuals and companies. SFW and MDF are non-profit charitable organizations organized under section 501(c)(3) of the internal revenue service code.

1. Auction Bidders- Any bid made at a WHCE Auction, whether in person at a live auction, by telephone, or at a silent auction, constitutes an unconditional offer to buy the item in question at the price bid. A person who bids on behalf of another person or group will be ultimately held responsible for payment in its entirety, though such person may seek restitution of such from third parties.

2. Winning Bids- Unless a higher and subsequent bid is made, your bid creates a binding contract of purchase and obligates you to sign the Auction Receipt. In the case of a telephone bid, authorizes your authorized representative who made the bid to sign on your behalf. In the event that the successful bid was made by telephone, the bid price must be received by either MDF or SFW, whoever offered the item for auction, before the close of the fifth business day after the close of the auction.

3. All Sales Final- The auctioneer has the final authority on the amount paid for an item and/or the identity of the purchaser of the item. Auctioneers and spotters will make every attempt to acknowledge all desired bids, but WHCE, SFW and MDF are not responsible for any missed bids or bids that fail to be executed.

4. Auction Receipt- The Auction Receipt will be brought to you or your representative for signature immediately after your winning bid. A binding contract is formed by your bid and formalized by signing of the Auction Receipt. This binding contract requires that the bid amount be paid prior to the close of the auction. Participation in the auction and/or signature on the Auction Receipt, Silent Auction Bid Sheet or other Bid Form guarantees that the purchaser has read and understands these Auction Terms and Conditions and that the purchaser agrees to be legally bound by all terms, conditions, rules and regulations in relation to the auction and the auction item.

5. Full Responsibility of Purchaser- It is the Purchaser’s Responsibility to Contact the Donor no later than 30 days after the auction Regarding Purchased Items, Services or Hunts to discuss the scheduling of their hunt or fishing trips. Dates and times for applicable items are to be used when indicated. In the absence of designated dates and times, the same are to be arranged at the mutual convenience of the donor and winning bidder/purchaser. It is the responsibility of the successful bidder, in a proper and timely manner, to apply and pay for all required tags and licenses on any hunting or fishing trip auctioned. WHCE, SFW and MDF is not, and will not, act as a conduit or go between with respect to the purchaser and donor.

6. No Warranties or Guarantee on Goods or Services- All goods, services, hunts or otherwise in the live and silent auctions and fund-raising areas have been acquired for and are to be furnished by or obtained from third parties. The purchaser acknowledges that the goods have not been inspected by WHCE and it is advised in the case of Jewelry, firearms, knives, bullets, and/or other weapons to obtain a competent inspection and test of the goods before use. The goods sold in both the live and silent auctions are sold “As Is” with all faults and defects, and without any express or implied warranty on the part of WHCE, MDF or SFW. WHCE, MDF and SFW do not accept any liability or responsibility for any product, design or use. Any written warranties on the goods delivered to the high bidder are those solely of the manufacturer, and/or their agents, and shall be the sole liability and responsibility of the manufacturer. No services in the live auction are to be or will be performed by WHCE, MDF or SFW.

7. Hold Harmless- There will be no exchanges or refunds in any item. Although WHCE, SFW and MDF have made every effort to ensure the quality of donated hunts and trips, WHCE, SFW and MDF cannot and does not guarantee the satisfaction of either the donor or the purchaser. Purchaser agrees to hold WHCE, SFW and MDF harmless regarding any dissatisfaction or failures by donor to fulfill purchases. WHCE reserves the right to add items to the auctions as additional donations become available.

LIVE AUCTION PAYMENT SCHEDULES

All auction items, $10,000 or less, MUST be paid for by the close of the event where purchased. Payments will be taken at the Auction Payment Table during the Friday Day Auction, Friday Night Banquet, Friday Ladies Lunch and Auction and Saturday Night Banquet. Payments can be made by cash, check, Visa, MasterCard, Discover Card and American Express. A credit card must be on file to hold any item over $10,000 and cash or check will be expected no later than February 27th. Arrangements for item pick-up can be made at the time of payment. Any items left in the inventory, either unpaid, or uncollected, will be taken to Mule Deer Foundation Headquarters and shipped at the purchaser’s expense. We ask that you pay for State Tags with cash or check.

**A 3% buyers premium will be added to all State Tag items paid for with a credit card. No buyer’s premium will be added when paying with cash or check.

CLAIMING AUCTION ITEMS PURCHASED

An Auction Runner will bring the sales receipt to the table of the winner for signature immediately upon winning the bid. As mentioned above, the sales receipt formalizes a binding contract made at the time of your bid. The Auction Volunteer Team will be available in each auction to assist you in obtaining your item.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS REGARDING FIREARMS

Before taking possession of your purchased firearm, the gun must be registered in compliance with all federal, state, and local firearms laws. The procedures for claiming your firearm are as follows:

1. Upon winning/purchasing the firearm you must complete FFL Form #4473. Forms will be given to the winner at the time of purchase. Make sure you read the form carefully before signing.

2. Please complete the form promptly and return the completed form to the FFL Dealer. A non-refundable processing fee is required.

3. Please see the FFL Dealer to make arrangements to claim your firearm once your background check is completed and approved.

4. Out-of-state transfers will be sent to the winner's local FFL of their choice.

FFL Dealer Information:
Mule Deer Foundation
Ray Crow
1939 South 4130 West Suite H
Salt Lake City, UT 84104
888-375-3337

**Please Note: Anyone who purchases or draws a firearm and fails to pass a background check will automatically donate the firearm back to the Mule Deer Foundation (MDF) or Sportsman for Fish & Wildlife (SFW) or whomever sponsored the item. The donated rifle will then be given or sold at the banquet or auction, if possible. A tax deduction slip will be issued to the donor.**
2019 ENTERTAINMENT

THE 2019 WESTERN HUNTING & CONSERVATION EXPO FEATURES A HOST OF HUNTING CELEBRITIES AND ENTERTAINMENT

ROBERT KECK
WHCE MASTHER
OF CEREMONIES
AND BASS PRO SHOPS
DIRECTOR OF
CONSERVATION

JOHN BAIR
PROFESSIONAL
AUCTIONEER
CALLS OUT THE
WINNING BIDS
AT AUCTION EVENTS

ROBERT O’NEILL
FORMER U.S.
NAVY SEAL
WHO ELIMINATED
OSAMA BIN LADEN
FRIDAY NIGHT

JASON CHAFFETZ
FORMER U.S.
CONGRESSMAN & FOX
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR
KEYNOTE SPEAKER
SATURDAY NIGHT

DAVID LEE MURPHY
THURSDAY NIGHT
PERFORMING LIVE

ELI YOUNG BAND
FRIDAY NIGHT
PERFORMING LIVE

LOCASH
SATURDAY NIGHT
PERFORMING LIVE
We look forward to the biggest hunting and wildlife conservation event in North America, along with the best hunt drawing in the world at the 2019 Western Hunting & Conservation Expo.
SUPPORT OUR FRIENDS OF WILDLIFE CONSERVATION

The Mule Deer Foundation and Sportsmen for Fish & Wildlife are very pleased to welcome these sponsors of the 13th Annual Western Hunting & Conservation Expo.

GOLD SPONSORS:

Silver Sponsors:

Bronze Sponsors:

Ladies Luncheon Sponsors:
Never let up with the BlackOut S3. At only 3.8 lbs, it has a proven performance speed of 338 FPS. 26.5” to 30.5” rotating draw length modules give you the perfect fit. But that’s nothing compared to the Bowtech synchronized binary cam system. That means blistering precision that lasts longer and takes less time to tune. With this match, the fire doesn’t stop.
FRIDAY DAY AUCTION

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 2019 • NOON – 3PM (MST)
SALT PALACE GRAND BALLROOM
FRD 01 – Joint SFW/MDF

2018 ALASKA KENAI PENINSULA FISHING TRIP FOR TWO (2) PEOPLE

RW Fishing
Contact: “RW” Ron Weilbacher
PO Box 3824
Soldotna, AK 99669
www.rwfishing.com
(907) 262-7888
Booth #1734

RW’s Fishing/Big Eddy Resort 6-Night Alaska Fishing Trip! RW’s Fishing Guide Service is located on the banks of the Kenai River in Soldotna, Alaska. The Kenai is a unique river system in that two distinct runs with three different species of salmon (King’s, Silvers and Reds) occur - an extremely rare event! More important, the Kenai River is home to the world’s largest salmon - The Kenai Kings. Of course, you will also have an opportunity to land two nice halibut in an area where 100 pounders are common!

Included:
• Six nights in super deluxe two-bedroom condo.
• Four ½-days guided fishing charters (2 Salmon trips and 2 Halibut trips).
• All fishing equipment furnished on charters (rod, reels and bait).
• Free – up to one 50 lb. box of your fish filleted, vacuum packed and flash frozen.
• Fish stored and boxed in our commercial freezer – “airplane ready.”
• 1000 feet of private riverbank (guests only).

Not Included:
• Meals
• Airfare
• Car rental
• Fishing license

Trip must be used in 2019. Blackout dates do not apply.

FRD 02 – MDF

7-DAY SPRING COASTAL BLACK BEAR HUNT FOR ONE (1)Hunter

Coastal Alaska Adventures
Contact: Keegan McCarthy
PO Box 240034
Douglas, AK 99824
www.wehuntak.com
keegan@coastalalaskaadventures.com
Booth #2966

7 Day fully guided Spring Coastal Black Bear Hunt aboard 60-foot Alaska Hunting Yacht-

Join Coastal Alaska Adventure for the trip of a lifetime hunting trophy black bear aboard one of Alaska’s premier hunting vessels- Artaios!

Master Guide Keegan McCarthy and his crew specialize in giant Coastal Black Bears on the islands and shorelines of southeast Alaska, one of the most sought after hunting areas in the world for these giant bruins. Last year 11 bears in a row over 7 foot were taken, many with skulls exceeding 20”. Archery success is high and rifle hunters rarely go home without a shot.
The lucky bidder will hunt aboard the Artaios, the 60-foot vessel was custom built expressly for service in Alaska by one of the Northwest most renowned ship builders, and while finished for luxury, it was built tough for Alaska’s waters. It boast two private guest rooms, each with two beds. A shared full size head for the guest with toilet and shower. Crew has its own full separate accommodations.

Do a little research and you will find that a high numbers of trophy black bears come from SE Alaska! Now is your time to experience the world-class Alaska black bear hunting standards that no other hunting outfitter can match. Our close-knit staff of fully licensed professional guides set the standard for knowledge, skill, effort and experience to help you bag your next trophy black bear. You don’t want to miss the World’s best trophy black bear hunting location… Southeast Alaska. Fishing and sightseeing are also available during the hunt, feast on fresh crab and shrimp or haul in a salmon or halibut!

Dates: 2019 Spring Season – trip may be delayed to 2020 Spring Season
Cost of extra hunter: US $7,500
Trip arrival & departure: Petersburg, Alaska
Trophy fees: Included
Total Cost of License and Tag: License - $165, Tag $450
Additional Fees: Land Use Fee $200, Trophy Shipping

FRD 03 – MDF
2019 COLORADO STATEWIDE PRONGHORN LICENSE
Contact: Andy Holland – Big Game Manager
317 West Prospect Road
Fort Collins, CO 80526
cpw.state.co.us
andy.holland@state.co.us
(970) 472-4437

Here is your chance to take a “Monster” Pronghorn! Colorado is home to an estimated 75,000 pronghorns, with a buck to doe ratio of 51:100. Your odds at harvesting a trophy buck are exceptional. Come join us for late summer and fall in Colorado for the chance of a lifetime at a Colorado trophy pronghorn.
Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

Area: Statewide (seasonal and localized closures apply)
Weapon: Weapon of choice (bow, muzzleloader or rifle)
Pronghorn season dates: An auction or raffle pronghorn license is valid in all units that are open to the hunting of pronghorn in Colorado and entitles you to take one pronghorn of either sex. The pronghorn license is valid on a unit-by-unit basis from the beginning of the first open pronghorn season in the unit until December 31st. Archery season will be till August 31st and then any legal weapon (i.e. rifle, muzzleloader, archery) may be used through December 31st.
FRD 04 – SFW

2019 UTAH FILLMORE, PAHVANT LANDOWNER ELK PERMIT, HUNTER’S CHOICE

Permit Provided by Division of Wildlife Resources and Pahvant Landowners Assoc.
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kevin Norman  (435) 770-5978  kevin@sfw.net
Booth #1405

This permit allows the hunter to hunt the private property that is a part of the Pahvant Landowner Association. The hunter will be required to sign a Liability Release Form provided by the PLA. Outfitters and guides will be required to sign the same release, as well as produce a certificate of insurance listing the PL as additionally insured. It is the responsibility of the buyer/hunter to contact the Pahvant Landowner association to verify all requirements to hunt the private property. Hunter is responsible for the cost of the state fee. Offered by Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife. SFW is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization. Buyer may select to hunt ONE of the following Seasons.

Archery dates: Aug. 17 - Sept. 13, 2019
Any Legal Weapon (rifle) early hunt dates: Sept. 14 - Sept. 22, 2019
Any Legal Weapon (rifle) late hunt dates: Nov. 9 - Nov. 17, 2019
Muzzleloader dates: Sept. 23 - Oct. 4, 2019

Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.

FRD 05 – MDF

2019 COLORADO STATEWIDE ELK LICENSE

Colorado Division of Wildlife
Contact: Andy Holland – Big Game Manager
317 West Prospect Road
Fort Collins, CO 80526
cpw.state.co.us
andy.holland@state.co.us
(970) 472-4437

Colorado is home to the largest elk herd in the United States and with this many elk, we are bound to have some exceptional bulls. Several trophy elk units in Colorado are taking almost 20 years to draw a license. Here is your opportunity to get past the crowd, jump to the head of the line and harvest a great bull elk. Colorado is home to many Boone & Crockett or Pope & Young qualifying animals. Come hunt the high country during the rut or wait and catch the animals moving to winter range. Take advantage of this opportunity to visit Colorado and harvest the bull of a lifetime!

Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

Area: Statewide (seasonal and localized closures apply)
Dates: An auction or raffle elk license is valid in all units that are open to the hunting of elk in Colorado and entitles you to take one elk of either sex.
The elk license is valid on a unit-by-unit basis from the beginning of the first open elk season in the unit until December 31st. Once an elk season of any method of take has opened in a unit, you can hunt using any legal manner of take (i.e., rifle, muzzleloader, archery) until you harvest an elk or until December 31st.
FRIDAY  DAY  AUCTION  ITEMS

FRD 06 – MDF - Endowment

**SIG SAUER OPTICS & PISTOL PACKAGE**
Contact: David Dibben
davedibben@gmail.com
(816) 289-9299
Booth #2502

SIG Riflescope/Rangefinder Combo

Kilo 2400 BDX Rangefinder & Sierra 3 BDX 6.5 x 20 x 50mm riflescope with 30mm maintube. The BDX rangefinder and riflescope system is simple, fast, and intuitive. Simply download the “SIG BDX” app available for Android and iOS smartphones, pair the KILO BDX rangefinder and Sierra3BDX riflescope, set up a basic ballistic profile, and you’re ready to go. Once you are in the field, range your target as you normally would, and the KILO BDX rangefinder will utilize onboard Applied Ballistics Ultralight ™, to instantly send your dope to the scope via Bluetooth. Using your basic ballistic profile, the ballistic solution is calculated for your target and will instantly illuminate on the BDX-R1 Digital Ballistic Reticle with windage and elevation holds in the SIERRA#BDX riflescope. A blue LED on the riflescope power selector indicates that the BDX system is paired, and when the reticle has received new ballistic holdover and windage data from the rangefinder.

SIG P365

Polymer framed, striker fired, high capacity, 9mm micro compact. Rated for +P ammunition. Comes equipped with X-Ray 3 day/night sights, along 1 flush mount 10rd magazine and 1 extended 10rd magazine. Slide is Nitron coated stainless steel. 100% of the donation will go to the MDF National Endowment Fund.

FRD 07 – SFW

**MULE DEER BRONZE-RIP CASWELL**
“The Legend Rests”
Sportsmen for Fish & Wildlife
Kelly Kreis (801) 652-7970  kelly@sfw.net
Booth #1405

The Bronze Sculpture was created for the Mule Deer Foundation and represents the beauty and strength of the Mule Deer Buck as he lies restfully, there remains an air of asserted alertness. #26 of 62.

FRD 08 – MDF

**6-DAY FULLY GUIDED SPRING BLACK BEAR HUNT IN ALBERTA, CANADA FOR ONE (1) HUNTER**
True North Outfitters, LTD
Contact: Chris Downing or Jeff Downing
49 Everridge Court SW
Calgary, Alberta Canada
www.truenorthoutfitters.net
chris@truenorthoutfitters.net
jeff@truenorthoutfitters.net
(403) 815-6634
Booth #1211

6-day fully guided bear hunt including accommodations and meals with one guide per two (2) hunters. Two (2) bears may be harvested. Accommodations will be in a comfortable wall tent camp with wood floors, cots and wood stoves. There are normally a maximum of six (6) hunters in camp at one time unless a larger single group is booked. Alcohol and sodas are not provided. Hunter needs to bring a sleeping bag, personal items, weapons, clothing and a container for bear hides. Weapon may be a bow, crossbow, rifle, black powder rifle or shotgun. Handguns are not permitted to be brought.

Buyer is responsible for any shipping costs.
into Canada. There is a paved two or four lane highway to the meeting point at Steen River. A passport is required to enter Canada. Firearms must be registered at Customs when entering Canada.

Dates: 2019 Spring Season – trip may be delayed to 2020 Spring Season
Cost of extra hunter: US $3,750
Cost of extra non-hunter: US $1,700
Trip arrival & departure: Steen River, Alberta, Canada
Trophy fees: Included
Firearm permit is required
Total Cost of License and Tag: WIN, Certificate and Tags – Approximately $240
Additional Fees: US $1,000 for 2nd bear. Tip for staff. Cites permit is required, if a wolf is harvested or bear(s) does not accompany hunter on departure from Canada.

FRD 09 – MDF
3-DAY TURKEY HUNT IN NORTH CENTRAL KANSAS FOR TWO (2) HUNTERS
Webbed Feet Down Outfitters, Inc.
Contact: Mike Adams
3040 Highway 24
Woodston, KS 67675
www.webbedfeetdown.com
mjadams9776@aol.com
(970) 302-9677
Booth # 510

3-day, turkey hunt in North Central Kansas for two (2) hunters. Includes Meals & Lodging. This area has Rio's and Merriams. We use traditional and spot and stalk methods.

Dates: 5/1/2019 - 5/22/2019 (can be delayed to 2020 season)
Cost of extra hunter: $950 (1 turkey) $1,200 (2 turkeys)
Cost of extra non-hunter: $400
Trip arrival & departure: Alton, KS
Total Cost of License and Tag: Approximately $130

FRD 10 – SFW
2019 UTAH HENRY MTNS BUCK DEER CONSERVATION PERMIT, HUNTERS CHOICE OF SEASON
Permit provided by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978  kevin@sfw.net
Booth #1405

Hunt one of the top Mule Deer units in the nation.
SFW is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.
Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.
Bidder will have the choice from one of the following seasons/weapons:
Hunt Dates:  Aug 17 - Sept 13, 2019: Archery
            Sept 25 - Oct 3, 2019: Muzzleloader
            Oct 19 - Oct 27, 2019: Any Legal Weapon
FRIDAY  DAY  AUCTION  ITEMS
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**FRD 11 – MDF**

**3-DAY WEST TEXAS Aoudad Hunt for One (1) Hunter**

High West Outfitters  
Contact: Jim Breck Bean  
www.highwestoutfitter.com • highwestoutfitter@yahoo.com  
(915) 526-3001

Booth #318

Aoudad (Barbary Sheep) hunting can be a tough, yet rewarding adventure. Our goal at HWO is to give clients/guests the trophy and hunt of a lifetime. HWO has access to multiple private ranches in West Texas, with huntable acreage totaling over 500,000 acres of free-range sheep paradise! Our guides are well experienced in the field, and will give nothing short of their best. In the last several seasons we have pulled off a stunning 100% shot opportunity on Rams averaging 30+”, which is quite an accomplishment in this rough terrain. HWO has 3 rams in the top 10 of the “Free Range” category, harvested by Jimmy Matthews (39 2/8), CJ Sibert (37 1/8), Clint Hughes (36 7/8).

For traveling, the nearest commercial airports will be El Paso or Midland (Depending on the ranch we hunt). Once landed, you will rent a car and drive to the agreed meeting location. Your guide will then lead you out to the hunting grounds safely. Your travel time from El Paso or Midland to the ranch will be anywhere from 100-200 miles.

Included in Hunt:  
- Trophy fees, Full Guide Services, Field Care of Animal  
- Special Transportation - Arrive day before first hunt date/ depart day after last hunt date  

Dates: 2019 To be Determined

Cost of extra hunter: Cost of desired hunt (contact outfitter for details)

Cost of extra non-hunter: $150 per day per person

License Fees: Texas Hunting License (5-Day Special) $48

---

**FRD 12 – SFW**

**WINCHESTER MODEL 101 DELUXE FIELD MAPLE**

Winchester Repeating Arms  
Kelly Kreis (801) 652-7970  kelly@sfw.net

The Deluxe Field model subtly accentuates the beauty of its design with gorgeous AAA maple in the stock and forearm, and detailed engraving on the sides of the steel receiver. The receiver and barrels have been richly blued as benefits a classic style field gun.

- 28” barrels
- 3” chamber
- 12 gauge

---

**FRD 13 – SFW/UWSF**

**2019 UTAH BOOK CLIFFS, BITTER CREEK/SOUTH BULL ELK CONSERVATION PERMIT, MULTI-SEASON**

Permit provided by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources  
Utah Wild Sheep Foundation • Travis Jensen (801) 641-5453  
Booth #2237

Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.

UWSF & SFW are both 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organizations.

Hunter will have the opportunity to hunt the following season dates and weapon types:

- Multi-season Hunt Dates: Aug 17 - Sept 13, 2019: Archery and  
  - Sept 14 - Sept 22, 2019: Any Legal Weapon (rifle) early hunt and  
  - Sept 23 - Oct 4, 2019: Muzzleloader and  
  - Nov 9 - Nov 17, 2019: Any Legal Weapon (rifle) late hunt

---

Auction Item Price

---

Buyer is responsible for any shipping costs.
FRD 14 – MDF

6-DAY FULLY GUIDED BLACKBUCK & DOVE HUNT FOR TWO (2) HUNTERS

Southern Lodges Argentina
Contact: Santiago Lloveras
Av. del Libertador 1574 6 piso
Capital Federal, Argentina
www.southernlodges.com
info@southernlodges.com
+54 9 11 64706660

A 6-day, 2x1 guided, blackbuck & dove hunt for two (2) hunters in La Pampa Argentina. 4-days of blackbuck (up to gold medal trophy) hunting and 2-days of high volume dove shoot-line hunting. Other Trophies: Red Stag, Axis Deer, Fallow Deer, Water Buffalo, Mouflon Sheep, 4 Horned Sheep & Wild Boars.

Special Transportation - $400 per hunter
Dates: March to June 2019 ONLY
Cost of extra hunter: US $4,600
Cost of extra non-hunter: US $1,800
Trip arrival & departure: Bahia Blanca, Argentina
Trophy fees: Included
Firearm permit is required
Total Cost of License and Tag: License - $250 per hunter, Tag - $100 per hunter

FRD 15 – SFW

2019 UTAH STATEWIDE BLACK BEAR CONSERVATION PERMIT MULTI-SEASON

Permit provided by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978   kevin@sfw.net
Booth #1405
Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.
SFW is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.
Hunt dates: Any open hunt unit during the season listed in the 2019 Guidebook

FRD 16 – SFW

2019 UTAH FILLMORE, OAK CREEK BUCK DEER LANDOWNER PERMIT

Provided by the Division of Wildlife Resources/Fillmore Oak Creek Landowner Assoc.
Sportsmen for Fish & Wildlife
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978   kevin@sfw.net
Booth #1405
Hunt one of Utah’s most underrated deer units. The Fillmore, Oak Creek LE is producing some of the biggest deer in the state, bucks that will rival the world renowned Paunsaugunt and Henry Mountains.
Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.
SFW is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.
Bidder will have the choice from one of the following seasons/weapons:
Hunt Dates: Aug 17 - Sept 13, 2019: Archery
           Oct 19 - Oct 27, 2019: Any Legal Weapon (rifle)
           Sept 25 - Oct 3, 2019: Muzzleloader

A 3% buyers premium will be added to all State tag items paid for with credit card. No buyer’s premium will be added when paying with cash or check.
FRD 17 – SFW

**2019 UTAH PAUNSAUGUNT BUCK DEER LANDOWNER PERMIT**

Provided by the Division of Wildlife Resources/Paunsaugunt Landowners Assoc.

Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife

Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978  kevin@sfw.net

Booth #1405

Arguably the best Mule Deer in the State. Consistently produces some of the largest deer in the west

SFW is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.

Bidder will have the choice from one of the following seasons/weapons:

**Hunt Dates:**

- Aug 17 - Sept 13, 2019: Archery
- Sept 25 - Oct 3, 2019: Muzzleloader

---

FRD 18 – MDF

**7-DAY ROAN HUNT FOR ONE (1) HUNTER AND ONE (1) NON HUNTER**

Roche Safaris

Roche Du Preez

Jeppe’s, Kegt

Hector, Spruit

www.rochesafaris.com

info@rochesafaris.com

+27 83 6765748

Booth # 3385

7-Day Roan hunt in the Limpopo Province of South Africa. This is a 7 day safari (5 days of hunting plus day of arrival and departure) for 1 hunter and 1 observer. Clients will be picked up at Johannesburg airport and transported to our famously well known hunting concession Matlamamba.

**Dates:** 2019 or 2020

**Cost of extra hunter:** US $450/day

**Cost of extra non-hunter:** US $250/day

**Trip arrival & departure:** Johannesburg, South Africa

**Trophy fees:** Included

**Firearm permit is required**

**Total Cost of License and Tag:** License - $250 per hunter, Tag - $100 per hunter

---

FRD 19 – SFW/UWSF

**2019 UTAH BOOK CLIFFS, LITTLE CREEK ROADLESS BULL ELK CONSERVATION PERMIT, MULTI-SEASON**

Permit provided by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources

Utah Wild Sheep Foundation

Travis Jensen (801) 641-5453

Booth #2237

Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.

UWSF & SFW are both 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organizations.

Hunter will have the opportunity to hunt the following season dates and weapon types:

**Multi Season Hunt Dates:**

- Aug 17 - Sept 13, 2019: Archery and
- Sept 14 - Sept 22, 2019: Any Legal Weapon (rifle) and
- Sept 23 - Oct 4, 2019: Muzzleloader

---

Buyer is responsible for any shipping costs.
FRD 20 – MDF

5-DAY HIGH VOLUME DOVE HUNT IN ARGENTINA FOR SIX (6) HUNTERS

L & S Hunting Company
Contact: Pablo Amarilla
Centenario 270
La Falda, Cba, 5172
www.higvolumedoveshooting.com
amarilla.pablo@gmail.com
+54 9 3513730004

This Hunt comprises of accommodation for six (6) hunters, for 5-days, 4-nights, 8 dove sessions, transfers to fields, meals and beverages. Two (2) hunters per big room, 3 meals a day, refreshments, wine, beers, barbecues in the fields and English speaker as well. Transfers to fields through 4x4 trucks or minivan.

The hunt can be taken one year from its purchase

Trip arrival & departure point: Santiago del Estero Airport
Cost of Extra Hunters: $350/day
Cost of Extra non-Hunters: $180/day
Hunters are Responsible for:
Airport Pick up & Drop Off: $130 per hunter
Birdboy Tips: $50/day per hunter
Cost of License: $200
Cost of Shotgun Rental: $60/day per hunter
Cost of Shotgun Shells: $13/box of 25

FRD 21 – MDF – Endowment

5-DAY MUSK OX OR CARIBOU HUNT FOR ONE (1) HUNTER

Point Blank Hunts
Contact: Joe Jakob • 150 Longwo Drive • West Mifflin, PA 15122
www.pointblankhunts.com • pointblank.jj@gmail.com
(724) 2557-4274
Booth #328

Join Point Blank Hunts for a 5-Day Musk Ox or Caribou Hunt for One (1) Hunter in Kangerlussuaq, Greenland. Greenland, named “Land of the People” by its native Inuits, is the largest island on earth, stretching 700 miles east to west and 1500 miles north to south. We hunt muskox and barren ground caribou, endemic to the area, near Kangerlussuaq, above the Arctic Circle in western Greenland. This area has the highest concentration of quality trophy animals, with most hunters experiencing incredible success. Camps are remote and accessed by jet boats throughout September. Cabins and wall tents are propane heated, with comfortable beds, located in the pristine wilderness within sight of glacial caps that cover over 80% of the country. Glacial rivers are abundant with char while flounder, halibut, and cod are fished in saltwater fjords. You may also include waterfowl, arctic hare and fox in your Greenland adventure and enjoy some of the most spectacular scenery on earth by sightseeing in Greenland and Iceland.

Trip arrival & departure point: Kangerlussuaq, Greenland
Kangerlussuaq is serviced on Mondays and Fridays from Reyjakavik, Iceland throughout August by Iceland Air. Kangerlussuaq is also serviced 5 days a week from Copenhagen all year.
Cost of Extra non-Hunters: $7000
Dates: August 15- September 30, 2020 or 2021 (Summer Season)
Temperatures are mild throughout August, normally in the mid 60s F during the day dropping to below 40 at night.
Trophy and License Fees Included
100% of proceeds will go to the MDF National Endowment Fund
FRD 22 – SFW

2019 UTAH SAN JUAN BLACK BEAR CONSERVATION PERMIT, MULTI-SEASON
Permit provided by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978 kevin@sfw.net
Booth #1405
Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.
SFW is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.
Hunt Dates: All open seasons listed in the 2109 Black Bear Guidebook for the San Juan unit

FRD 23 – Joint MDF/SFW

6-DAY FULLY GUIDED FISHING TRIP FOR ONE (1) ANGLER
McDougall Lodge Alaska
Contact: Ron Jewett
PO Box 3609
Kingman, AZ 86402
www.mcdougalllodge.com
info@mcdougalllodge.com
(928) 529-5250
Booth #3081
Fully guided fishing trip for Pacific Salmon & Rainbow Trout for 5-nights/ 6-days for one (1) angler.
Includes the round trip float plane, meals & tackle.
Dates: June-August 2019 or 2020
Trip arrival & departure point: Anchorage, AK
Cost of Extra Anglers: $4,290
Coat of Extra non-Anglers: $2,145
Cost of License: $75 - (7-day) & $45 King Stamp

FRD 24 – SFW

ATMARULAHUNT HUNTING SAFARI, MOKOPANE SOUTH AFRICA
Atmarulahunt Hunting Safari, Mokopane South Africa for Four (4) Hunters
Sportsmen For Fish & Wildlife
Kelly Kreis (801) 652-7970 kelly@sfw.net
Booth #810
7 day accommodations for 4 hunters with these animals to be hunted by the group: 2 Sable, 2 Zebra, 4 Impala, 4 Bless Buck. The package includes airport pick-up and drop-off, all meals, and field prep of all animals. This well-established hunting safari is based in the Limpopo province and provides more than 25 years of hunting experience in Southern Africa. All with all weapon types are available. Atmarulahunt is situated at the foot of the majestic Waterberg mountain range, on the springbok flats, a 155 mile drive North of Johannesburg. The host concession extends across an area of roughly 50,000 acres, with 23 species of game and birds available for hunting, ranging from the majestic Kudu, Oryx, Impala, Sable, Zebra, Giraffe, Grey Duiker, Steenbuck and more. The habitat varies from grassy plains to thorny thickets and the Helay Mountains. Hunting season begins early March to the end of October each year.

Buyer is responsible for any shipping costs.
FRIDAY  AUCTION  ITEMS

FRD 25 - SFW
2019 UTAH SAN JUAN BULL ELK CONSERVATION PERMIT, ARCHERY
Permit provided by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978  kevin@sfw.net
Booth #1405
One of the top units in Utah for big bulls.
SFW is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.
Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.
Hunt Dates: Aug 17 - Sept 13, 2019: Archery

FRD 26 – Joint MDF/SFW
10-DAY PLAINS GAME AFRICAN HUNT FOR TWO (2) HUNTERS
Bergzicht Game Lodge
Contact: Hannes du Plessis
Box 9121
Windhoek, Namibia
www.bergzicht-hunting.com.na
hannesd@africaonline.com.na
+264 (0) 81 128 4825

At Bergzicht Lodge we are dedicated to making your trophy hunting safari the memory of a lifetime. Our truly African style lodge and grounds are conveniently located one hour from Hosea Kutako Int’l Airport and stretches out over 90,000 acres (93.75 square miles) of unspoiled African landscape. Here you will receive a warm Namibian welcome, stay in one of our luxurious lodge rooms, and experience African hospitality at its best. Also included is the opportunity to encounter and feed the world’s fastest land mammal, the magnificent cheetah. The hunt is 10- days and includes all daily fees for hunter, including accommodations. With a choice of 24 different species of plains game, Two (2) hunters will have the enviable opportunity to track, stalk and hunt our species on offer. To add to the experience, you will also be able to sight free roaming rhinoceros while stalking with our team/one of the experienced professional hunters.

Trophy fees are not included.
Dates:  2019 or 2020 ONLY
Cost of extra hunter: Refer to website price list
Cost of extra non-hunter: Refer to website price list
Trip arrival & departure:  Hosea Kutako Airport
Trophy fees: Refer to website price list

FRD 27 – SFW
2019 UTAH STATEWIDE COUGAR CONSERVATION PERMIT
Permit provided by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978  kevin@sfw.net
Booth #1405
Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.
SFW is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.
Hunt Dates: Any open unit or any harvest objective unit that has been closed after meeting its objective for the 2019-2020 season

A 3% buyers premium will be added to all State tag items paid for with credit card. No buyer’s premium will be added when paying with cash or check.
FRD 28 – MDF

2019 MONTANA “SUPER TAG” STATEWIDE DEER
Montana Department of Fish & Wildlife
1420 East Sixth Avenue
PO Box 200701
Helena, MT  59620
fwp.mt.gov
(406) 444-2535

The winning bidder can hunt any deer in any hunting district across the state of Montana. You do not need to choose the district. This tag is the permit that entitles the hunter to hunt any and every district statewide with a bow September 1 - October 14, 2019 and with a rifle October 20 - November 25, 2019.

Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

FRD 29 – SFW

2019 UTAH PLATEAU, BOULDER/KAI PAROWITS BULL ELK CONSERVATION PERMIT ANY LEGAL WEAPON (RIFLE)
Permit provided by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978  kevin@sfw.net
Booth #1405

Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fees. SFW is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

Bidder will have the choice from one of the following seasons/weapons:
Hunt Dates: Sept 14 - Sept 22, 2019: Any Legal Weapon (rifle) early hunt
Nov 9 - Nov 17, 2019: Any Legal Weapon (rifle) late hunt

FRD 30 – SFW

ZEISS VICTORY RANGEFINDER SYSTEM “RF8” /10X54 BINOCULARS
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kelly Kreis (801) 652-7970  kelly@sfw.net
Booth #1405

The Victory Rangefinding System is a Laser Rangefinder with an integrated real time ballistics computer. The consideration of all relevant factors and customisation with the aid of the Zeiss Hunting App. insures precisely placed shots at any distance.

Buyer is responsible for any shipping costs.
FRD 31 – MDF

**5-DAY BULL TAHR HUNT FOR ONE (1) HUNTER IN NEW ZEALAND**

Southern Mountain Adventures NZ  
Contact: Croc Adams  
4 Willow Ridge  
Wanakia 9305 NZ  
croc.adams@hotmail.com  
+64 27 208-9053  
Booth #1128

Join Croc Adams, owner & guide for Southern Mountain Adventures, in an unforgettable hunting experience in the heart of New Zealand’s Southern Alps. Hunting takes place on private land ensuring top quality and quantity on your fair chase hunt. They offer forty years of hunting experience that ensures a satisfying and thrilling hunt and will provide you with the world class trophy of your dreams, whether that be tahr, red stag, chamois, fallow deer or Arapawa ram. You can also indulge in a spot of fishing for rainbow and brown trout as well as small game hunting. Make your next hunting expedition a journey south and discover just what you have been missing. While hunting you will stay in a very comfortable cabin.

Dates: Schedule this hunt for 2019 or 2020  
Cost of extra hunter: $6,250  
Cost of extra non-hunter: $750  
Not included: Helicopter fee (if required) of approximately $2,000 US.

FRD 32 – SFW

**2019 UTAH NORTH SLOPE/SOUTH SLOPE, HIGH UINTAS CENTRAL MOUNTAIN GOAT CONSERVATION PERMIT, ANY LEGAL WEAPON (RIFLE)**

Permit provided by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources  
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife  
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978  kevin@sfw.net  
Booth #1405  
SFW is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.  
Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.  

FRD 33 – MDF

**5-DAY TROPHY WHITETAIL HUNT FOR ONE (1) HUNTER IN KANSAS**

Bell Wildlife Specialties  
Contact: Daniel Bell  
155 West Oak St  
Harveyville, KS 66431  
www.huntingkansaswhitetails.com  
bellwildlife@earthlink.net  
(785) 589-2321  
Booth #1628

If you are looking for Boone & Crockett trophy Kansas whitetail deer hunting, this is the hunt! Choice of muzzleloader, archery or firearms season. All hunting is within 30 minutes of town on 20,000 acres of scattered, privately owned ground in four counties, consisting of small grain fields bordered by heavy timbered creeks and prairie pastures. Hunt will be for the 2019/2020 season.

Cost of extra hunter: $4,250  
Cost of extra non-hunter: $150/day  
Cost of Licence - $100
FRIDAY  DAY  AUCTION  ITEMS

Cost of Tag - $440
Application Deadline - April
Not included: Appropriate license and tags

FRD 34 – SFW
HOYT BOW PACKAGE – CARBON RX-3
Hoyt Archery
Kelly Kreis (801) 652-7970  kelly@sfw.net
Booth #3185
All-new, innovative, parallel-track carbon tube riser offsets the carbon tubes in the horizontal plane for a wider stance and a significant increase in rigidity and stability. The result is the most consistent and accurate bowhunting riser platform Hoyt has ever engineered.

FRD 35 – SFW
2019 UTAH HENRY MTNS BISON CONSERVATION PERMIT, HUNTER’S CHOICE (EARLY), ANY LEGAL WEAPON (Rifle)
Permit provided by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978   kevin@sfw.net
Booth #1405
Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.
SFW is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.
Hunt Dates: Nov 1 - Nov 13, 2019

FRD 36 – SFW
BROWNING X-BOLT PRO 6.5 CREEDMOOR
Browning Arms
Kelly Kreis (801) 652-7970  kelly@sfw.net
Booth #912
The new Browning X-Bolt Pro is designed to fill the gap between custom and production rifles. The X-Bolt Pro is built with Carbon stock, stainless steel, Cerakote burnt bronze finish, glass bedded and muzzle break.

FRD 37 – SFW
THE ULTIMATE CAMP CHEF PELLET SMOKER PACKAGE
Camp Chef
Kelly Kreis (801) 652-7970 kelly@sfw.net
Booth #3014
Woodwind Pellet Grill With Slide and Grill with SideKick
• Pellet Grill Long Patio Cover (Fits 24” Pellet Grills)
• 14”x16” Deluxe BBQ Grill Box Accessory
• 14 in.x16 in. Italia Artisan Pizza Oven Accessory
• SmokePro Jerky Racks (Fits 24 in. Pellet Grills)
• Premium Variety Pack (Three 10 lbs bags: Competition Blend, Apple, Hickory)
• PG24 Blanket
• Tong and Grill spatula
Camp Chef produces the finest outdoor cooking products in the world and this package has it all! Come see us at our booth to see our full line of products.

Buyer is responsible for any shipping costs.
FRD 38 – SFW
**YOUTH DEER HUNT IN WYOMING WITH OFFGRID OUTDOORS**
Offgrid Outdoors
Rusty Hall (801) 389-5444
Booth #3266
A great opportunity for any youth hunter under the age of 18. This is a three day youth hunt for mule deer or whitetail. The hunt is fully guided and includes lodging and food. The hunter will be able to harvest a management buck. Antelope can be added for $1,500.
Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.

FRD 39 – MDF
**5-DAY PLAINS GAME SAFARI FOR FOUR (4) HUNTERS**
Sadaka Safaris
Contact: Ewert Vorster
PO Box 484
Bela Bela, South Africa 0480
www.sadakasafaris.co.za
ewert@sadakasafaris.co.za
+27 824 594 436
Booth #1712
5-days, 2x1 plains game safari for four (4) hunters in the Limpopo Province of South Africa. Also included are $1,200 trophy fee credit per hunter towards any plains game listed for this area. Also included are a $300 taxidermy credit per hunter for mounting done through Bullseye Taxidermy in South Africa.
This hunt will take place in the Waterberg area of Limpopo Province, hunting the mountains, bush and plains of the South African Bushveld. Incredible large hunting areas with amazing sceneries & sightseeing & activities for non-hunters to do. This rifle hunt is available March through November 2019 only. Available species include Blue wildebeest, Common Duiker, Steenbuck, Jackal, Genet, Caracal, Civet, Red hartebeest, Greater Kudu, Blesbuck, Gemsbuck, Zebra, Eland, Baboon, Ostrich, Klipspringer, Limpopo Bushbuck, Giraffe, Impala, Nyla, Waterbuck, Warthog, Mountain Reedbuck, Sable, Roan, Cape Buffalo, Hippo & Crocodile at current rates. Additional hunting days are available at $395 per hunter, hunting 2 on 1 and non hunters are welcome at $250 per day. Hunting is done mostly by vehicle and on foot. Transportation to/from Johannesburg International Airport is $350 per person. En-suite thatch roof chalets accommodation and all meals, soft drinks, beer and wine are included during this hunt.

FRD 40 – SFW
**2019 UTAH LA SAL, LA SAL MTNS BULL ELK CONSERVATION PERMIT, MULTI SEASON**
Permit provided by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978  kevin@sfw.net
Booth #1405
Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.
SFW is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.
Hunter will have the opportunity to hunt the following season dates and weapon types:
Multi Season Hunt Dates:  Aug 17 - Sept 13, 2019: Archery and
Sept 14 - Sept 22, 2019: Any Legal Weapon (rifle) early hunt and
Sept 23 - Oct 4, 2019: Muzzleloader and
Nov 9 - Nov 17, 2019: Any Legal Weapon (rifle) late hunt

A 3% buyers premium will be added to all State tag items paid for with credit card. No buyer’s premium will be added when paying with cash or check.
FRD 41 – SFW

2019 UTAH PAUNSAUGUNT BUCK DEER LANDOWNER PERMIT, HUNTER’S CHOICE

Provided by the Division of Wildlife Resources/Paunsaugunt Landowners Assoc.
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978  kevin@sfw.net
Booth #1405

Arguably the best Mule Deer in the State. Consistently produces some of the largest deer in the west. Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of appropriate resident or non-resident license fees. Bidder will have the choice from one of the following seasons/weapons:

Hunt Dates:  Aug 17 - Sept 13, 2019: Archery
            Oct 19 - Oct 31, 2019: Any Legal Weapon (rifle)
            Sept 25 - Oct 3, 2019: Muzzleloader

FRD 42 – SFW

7-DAY DAGESTAN TUR HUNT – AZERBAIJAN

Asian Mountain Outfitters
Bryan Martin
www.asianmountainoutfitters.com
105-1361 McGill Rd, Kamloops, BC V2C 6K7
phone: (205)317-5525  email: bryankmartin@gmail.com
Booth # 1319

A mountain hunter’s dream, the truly unique Capra species inhabits some of the most remote and beautiful mountains in Asia. You will be hunting in the Sheki, Ismailly, and Guba regions for billies from 26-39”. The biggest billies are found by way of spot and stalk. The hunt will take place between June 1st and December 15th in 2019 or 2020. July and August are the best months for stalk hunting, while the hides are better in October, November, and December months.

The hunt is conducted at 7,500-9,000 feet altitude, which is why very few hunters experience altitude sickness. However, good physical conditioning is an important as the Caucasian mountains are famous for being some of the steepest and most dangerous in the world. At times you will find yourself climbing nearly vertical rock. Climbing the steep slopes is the main challenge of this truly adventurous hunt. We will be looking for herds consisting of 100-150 goats in the highlands of the eastern Caucus mountains which can only be reached by foot. Due to the remoteness of the region, animals are generally not spooked and can be found grazing close by. On average, you can expect to see 20-30 goats per day.

FRD 43 – SFW

BROWNING 725 CITORI TRAP GUN

Browning
Kelly Kreis (801) 652-7970  kelly@sfw.net
Booth # 912

The Citori 725 takes all the advantages that have made the Citori a key player at every trap shoot in the world, and combined it with the low profile “one with the gun” feel of the 725 action. The Low-Profile steel receiver of the Citori 725 is a triumph of modern design without sacrificing traditional strength, keeping the full-hinge pin and tapered locking bolt design that makes a Citori superior to weaker trunnion designs.
FRD 44 – MDF

2-DAY FULLY GUIDED EASTERN WILD TURKEY HUNT IN KANSAS FOR TWO (2) HUNTERS
Bell Wildlife Specialties
Contact: Daniel Bell
155 West Oak Street
Harveyville, KS 66431
www.huntingkansaswhitetails.com
bellwildlife@earthlink.net
(785) 589-2321
Booth #1628

Want to have some fun? This is it! This hunt offers some of the best hunting for Eastern Wild Turkey. You will hunt a dense population with over 3,000 birds in a 20-mile radius of town. Choice of archery or shotgun. This hunt is for the 2019/2020 season.

Cost of extra hunter: $1,350
Cost of extra non-hunter: $150/day
Dates: Spring April/May
License: $100
Tag: $85 for 2 tags

FRD 45 – Joint MDF/SFW

JUMPING JACK TRAILER
Jumping Jack Trailers
1065 West North Temple • Salt Lake City, UT 84116
www.jumpingjacktrailers.com
(801) 461-7001
Booth #143

The Jumping Jack Trailer carries all of your gear and provides a large, comfortable living space while enjoying the great outdoors. No other tent trailer is as versatile. Whether you’re out hunting, fishing, riding the trails or just out for an adventure, this rugged trailer will change the way you think about getting away.

Some features Include:
• Carries two ATVs or motorcycles on upper deck
• 96 sq. ft. of space in tent
• Sleeps 4 to 6
• 3500 lb. torsion bar axles - heavy payload with a smooth ride
• Strong rectangular tube frame with 1/8” wall
• Powder coat finish tougher than automobile paint
• Water sealed wood deck is long lasting and replaceable
• Heavy duty tie down loops
• Side Steps
Recessed lights are out of the way and avoid damage

FRD 46 – SFW

KYRGYZSTAN MARCO POLO HUNT FOR (1) ONE HUNTER
Asian Mountain Outfitters
Bryan Martin
www.asianmountainoutfitters.com
105-1361 McGill Rd, Kamloops, BC V2C 6K7
phone: (205)317-5525 email: bryankmartin@gmail.com
Booth #1319

A 3% buyers premium will be added to all State tag items paid for with credit card. No buyer’s premium will be added when paying with cash or check.
Asian Mountain Outfitters offers a unique and adventurous mountain hunting experience in Kyrgyzstan, for one of the most incredible mountain sheep in the world, the majestic Marco Polo. This is actually the Hume Argali, a subspecies of the Marco Polo sheep. The hunt date will be Oct. or Nov. 2019 or January 2020; it is approximately an 8-9 day trip, plus travel. This hunt is conducted on horseback/foot in high elevations (10,000-13,000'). This is not a North American Hunt and hunters need to be prepared for cultural/language differences, long range and sometimes quick shooting (proficient at 500+ yards). Hunt can be upgraded to hunt Marco Polo in Tajikistan for an additional fee.

The climates are similar to the high & dry areas of CO, NM and NV. All Kyrgyzstan hunting licenses and fees are included; however camp staff tips are additional. Most of the hunting areas have a heated house or cabin and if spiking out, the hunter will use backpack style tents. A Mid-Asian Ibex can be added to this hunt for an additional $5,000.00. Typical sizes for Marco Polo Rams are 44"-52" and Ibex range average 37"-45". Considerably larger animals of both species have been taken. If it is your first trip to Central Asia, we can arrange a Western/English speaking guide to accompany you (price is $5,000 USD plus all their travel and trip expenses). Make sure to check out Asian Mountain Outfitters website, Kyrgyzstan Marco Polo and Ibex Hunting for more info.

FRD 47 – SFW/UWSF

2019 UTAH PANGUITCH LAKE BULL ELK, CONSERVATION PERMIT, MULTI-SEASON

Permit provided by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Utah Wild Sheep Foundation
Travis Jensen (801) 641-5453
Booth #2237

Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of appropriate resident or non-resident license fees. UWSF & SFW are both 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organizations.

Hunter will have the opportunity to hunt the following season dates and weapon types:
Multi Season Hunt Dates:  
Aug 17 - Sept 13, 2019: Archery and  
Sept 14 - Sept 22, 2019: Any Legal Weapon (rifle) early hunt and  
Sept 23 - Oct 4, 2019: Muzzleloader and  
Nov 9 - Nov 17, 2019: Any Legal Weapon (rifle) late hunt

FRD 48 – MDF

8-DAY 2019 MONTANA MULE DEER/ELK COMBO HUNT W/ OPTIONAL BEAR FOR ONE (1) HUNTER

Montana Safaris
Contact: Colter Heckman
5801 49th Street SW
Great Falls, MT 59404
www.montanasafaris.com • safaris@3rivers.net • (406) 466-2004
Booth #909

This is a hunt of a lifetime, Montana Mule Deer/Elk combo with the option of a black bear. Hunt the remote Bob Marshall Wilderness Complex area, with migrating elk herds and rutting mule deer. Trip is a fully guided, all inclusive horseback, tent camping, full service hunt.

Cost of additional hunter: $4,400
Cost of additional non-hunter: $2,200
Cost of license & tag Elk/Deer Combo: $1,050
Cost of license & tag Bear: $350
Application deadline: March 15th 2019
Trip arrival & departure point: Great Falls, MT
Dates: November 8-15, 2019
FRD 49 – SFW

**NEW MEXICO ORYX-5 DAY FULLY GUIDED HUNT FOR ONE (1) HUNTER**

Tierra Encantada Outfitters/Guides  
Roger and Theresa Gabaldan  
www.tierraencantadaoutfitters.com  
Office: (505)835-3198  Mobile: (505)563-0135  
Booth # 3617

5-day, fully guided hunt for New Mexico Oryx. This is a free range hunt conducted on 380,000 acres of private land in south central New Mexico. We can accommodate all types of hunters from seasoned veterans to new hunts and everyone in between with a harvest success rate of 100%. The season is open year round, so we can schedule the 5-day period that works best for you. We have unlimited tags on private land; however we limit the number of Oryx harvested to ensure a quality hunt and healthy herd. All meals, guide fees, and transportation from arrival destination to hunt area and back, lodging are included in the cost of the hunt. During your hunt you will have the opportunity to look over and judge multiple animals until you find your trophy. This is a unique hunt of a lifetime that you will cherish forever.

FRD 50 – MDF

**3-DAY JAVELINA & PREDATOR HUNT IN ARIZONA FOR ONE (1) HUNTER**

Arizona Trophy Outfitters  
Contact: Timothy Winslow  
2228 W. Thumb Butte Rd.  
Prescott, AZ 86305  
www.arizonatrophyoutfitters.com  
arizonatrophyoutfitters@gmail.com  
(928) 848-9785  
Booth # 3238

Arizona Trophy Outfitters is dedicated to being the best and making your hunt a memorable and successful one. ATO guides scout year-round, train year-round and take your hunt personally. During this 3-day hunt, expect to see and/or stalk on mature Javelina, several times if needed. This hunt is provided on atv/off-road vehicle/on foot. A typical day includes getting to a glassing point and glassing all morning and then stalking the Javelina throughout the day. The hunter should expect a shot in the 10-150+yd range up to their comfortable limit and the weapon they are using. All travel, food, and lodging are provided from your point of arrival here in AZ to hunt camp. Long range shooting and hunting option for this hunt.

Included: Guide  
Included: Lodging & Meals  
Cost of License: $165  
Cost of Tag: $128  
Cost of extra hunter: $1,250  
Cost of extra non-hunter: $500  
Application Deadline: October 2019. This is a draw, all application information must be turned in by the second Tuesday in October  
Hunt Dates: January-February 2020  
Trip Arrival & Departure point: Tucson, AZ

---

A 3% buyers premium will be added to all State tag items paid for with credit card. No buyer’s premium will be added when paying with cash or check.
FRD 51 – SFW
**WINCHESTER MODEL 53 25-20WCF**
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kelly Kreis (801) 652-7970  kelly@sfw.net
Booth #1405

22” barrel, made in 1929
Serial #984782 (The model 53 was one of the least produced models that Winchester made)

The story behind this rifle is that it was supposedly owned by a Blackfoot Native American from the Blackfoot Indian reservation in Blackfoot, Idaho.

The gentleman was born in approximately the 1880’s and lived his whole life in that area. The rifle was made in 1929 so it’s not known when or where he acquired it. He marked the rifle in the traditional Blackfoot style and hunted with the rifle the rest of his life. He passed away in the late 50’s early 60’s and the rifle was purchased from one of his grandsons.

Typically rifles of this nature and quality are in museums. The opportunity to have one in a private collection is priceless and very rare.

FRD 52 – SFW/UWSF
2019 UTAH OGDEN, WILLARD PEAK MOUNTAIN GOAT CONSERVATION PERMIT (EARLY) ANY LEGAL WEAPON (RIFLE)
Provided by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Utah Wild Sheep Foundation
Travis Jensen (801) 641-5453
Booth #2237

Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of appropriate resident or non-resident license fees. UWSF and SFW are both 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organizations.

Hunt Dates: Sept 9 - Sept 22, 2019

FRD 53 – MDF
5-DAY FULLY GUIDED BULL ELK HUNT IN COLORADO FOR ONE (1) HUNTER
Severson Outfitters
Contact: Pete Severson
PO Box 42
Collbran, CO 81624
www.seversonoutfitters.com
serversonoutfitters@gmail.com
(970) 683-8958
Booth # 2420

The hunt is a 6-night and 5-day all-inclusive hunt. Hunt includes lodging in a fully furnished house with running water, hot showers, electricity and gas heat. Also included are all soft drinks, meals, snacks and guide. Hunt is on a 6,000 acre private land lease. Transportation during the hunt is provided in four wheel drive vehicles. You’ll hunt using ground blinds, elevated blinds and spot n stalk methods.

Included: Lodging, meals and guide fees.
Application Deadline: April 5th 2019
Not included: License & Tag - Total cost $671

Buyer is responsible for any shipping costs.
FRD 54 – MDF

**MULE DEER PAINTING 28” x 36” ORIGINAL ART “EMINENT DANGER” BY CINDY MOORE**

Contact: Cindy Moore
403 Springdale Rd.
Sterling, CO 80751
cindymoorepaintings@gmail.com
(970) 520-4833

Eminent Danger is an acrylic on canvas. 28” x 36”
Mule deer are very close to my heart. There are one or two does which stay in our neighborhood to have their babies every year. Watching the fawns grow up and play in your yard is amazing gift. A small herd of mule deer live in my neighborhood during the winter they show up in the late fall and leave in the spring. The deer living in such a close proximity has helped me understand their habits and distinctive movements. I feel capturing the deer in a startled posture helped convey their constant guard against danger.

Contemporary Realism is how I would describe my style. I want to capture the subject by intensifying the colors and patterns to create an essence of energy and vitality within the painting. I want my paintings to be exciting. I want the audience to be excited to learn about the subject, to get to know the painting. The painting should capture the audience from far away and compel them closer to see the details of the subject. You should feel the form, design, perspective and personality of the subject. To feel inspired by the painting. Each color and brush stroke are intended to allow your eye to dance throughout the painting. The use of transparent colors and numerous layers achieve the luminous quality about my paintings; giving it life.

Cindy Moore is an award winning artist in both mediums of watercolor and acrylic paintings. She has painted the mural on the front of Barb’s Main Street gifts and has exhibited her paintings in juried shows all over the country. Her artwork is currently in the Watercolor Gallery in Laguna Beach, California and Sterling Creatives in Sterling, Colorado.

FRD 55 – MDF

**MDF GUNS OF THE YEAR SET**

Mule Deer Foundation
Contact: Jared Wire
1939 South 4130 West Ste. H
Salt Lake City, UT 84104
www.muledeer.org
jared@muledeer.org
(801) 973-3940
Booth # 1605

Each year MDF has a gun manufacture create a unique offering for our fundraising efforts. In this package the winning bidder will receive 4 guns from the MDF gun vault. 2015 Montana Rifle American Standard Rifle in 7mm Mag, 2016 Weatherby Mark V Deluxe in 300 WBY Mag, 2017 Browning White Gold Medallion in 300 WIN & 2018 Weatherby custom Mark V deluxe stock with an Accumark barred action in 6.5-300 WBY.
FRD 56 – SFW
KOWA HIGHLANDER FLUORITE LENSE PROMINAR SERIES
BINOCULARS
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kelly Kreis (801) 652-7970 kelly@sfw.net
Booth #1405
The ultimate binocular for long range glassing. Includes, 32 x eyepieces.

FRD 57 – MDF
7-DAY SOUTH AFRICAN SAFARI FOR TWO (2) HUNTERS FOR ONE
(1) SABLE ANTELOPE AND ONE (1) NYALA
Dumukwa Safaris
Contact: Bertus and Elene Gerhardt
www.dumukwa.com
dumukwasafari@icon.co.za
+27 15 575 9941
Booth #1534
The ultimate experience! Come and join Dumukwa Safaris on this amazing 7-day safari for two (2) hunters (2x1) in the Limpopo province of South Africa. Our area borders the Tuli Block of Botswana with decks built on the banks of the Limpopo River from where you can view various game animals including elephant, hippo and crocodiles. Included in the hunt are luxury accommodations, meals, non-alcoholic beverages, local wine and beer, daily laundry service, guides, skinners, trackers, field preparations of your trophies, delivery of trophies to our local taxidermist and roundtrip transfers from Polokwane Airport. This hunt is for two (2) hunters, hunting 2x1, taking one (1) sable and one (1) nyala (to be shared by the hunters, not one of each animal per hunter)

Included: Lodging, meals, trophy fees
Cost of extra hunter: $400 per day (plus tax)
Cost of extra non-hunter: $200 per day (plus tax)
Hunt Dates: April - October 2019 (Trip can be delayed to 2020)

FRD 58 – MDF
5-DAY 1X1 GUIDED PLAINS GAME RIFLE HUNT IN SOUTH AFRICA
FOR TWO (2) HUNTERS
Thaba Mmoyo Safaris
PO Box 31, Waterpoort 0905
+27 15 065 0350
liandra@xpress.co.za
fanieasj@gmail.com
www.thabammoyo.co.za
Booth #1237
Thaba Mmoyo Safaris is a family owned and operated safari business located in Limpopo Province, South Africa, in the heart of the picturesque Bushveld. We are truly “youth hunter” friendly with permanent blinds over waterholes. We don’t just cater for the young and first time hunter, but also for the experienced sportsman. This 5 day, 1on1 guided hunt for 2 hunters is perfect for a father-son, hunting buddy, husband & wife hunting team or bring a grandchild to discover and enjoy Africa. A further credit of $1,000 per hunter towards trophy fees is also included in this donation. You will be astounded by the different species and the amount of trophies on the ranch that an upgrade is inevitable. Prices as per Outfitter’s current price list. Our upmarket lodge has all the modern amenities and is surrounded by lush bird filled gardens. Additional hunters and non hunters are welcome. Prices as per Outfitters current price list. Transportation during the hunt is by vehicle, with hunting done by spot & stalk. This donation includes field preparation of trophies, transportation to dipping & packing company in Polokwane, round-trip transportation between Polokwane
FRIDAY DAY AUCTION ITEMS

and the family ranch, luxury lodge accommodation and meals. Accommodations before/after the hunt in Johannesburg are the client’s own cost. Dip & pack service is an additional cost. Location - Limpopo Province Trip Arrival & Departure Point - Polokwane International Airport Addition fees to be incurred by purchaser - Accommodation in Johannesburg before the hunt, Dipping and Packing. Hunt Dates: April - November 2019 (Trip can be delayed to 2020)

FRD 59 – SFW/UWSF
2019 UTAH BOOK CLIFFS, BISON CONSERVATION PERMIT, ANY LEGAL WEAPON (RIFLE)
Permit provided by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources Utah Wild Sheep Foundation • Travis Jensen (801) 641-5453 Booth #2237

Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of appropriate resident or non-resident license fees. UWSF & SFW are both 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organizations. Hunt Dates: Aug 24 - Sept 4, 2019

FRD 60 – MDF
BIG SKY MONTANA – 6- NIGHTS FOR UP TO SIX (6) PEOPLE & 3-DAYS GUIDED FLY FISHING FOR TWO (2) PEOPLE
Mule Deer Foundation Ticket River Ray Crow Lance Trebesch, CEO 1939 South 4130 West Ste. H 716 E. Mendenhall (801) 973-3940 (406) 600-6321 ray@muledeer.org lance@ticketriver.com Salt Lake City, UT 84104 Bozeman, MT 59715 Booth # 1605

Enjoy an incredible week of fishing, sightseeing, outdoor activities and more on this great trip that can be a fishing buddies escape or a family Western adventure! You’ll enjoy six weeknights of luxurious accommodations at the incredible Big Sky Chalet, appointed with room for up to six with four bedrooms and six beds! Making the trip even better are three days of guided fly fishing for two people on some of the Big Sky region’s best trout waters. Spectacular Yellowstone National Park is only 45 minutes away. Whether you come for the fishing, come for the family fun or come to escape it all, this is a trip of a lifetime!

Dates available from May 1, 2019 through November 15, 2019. Sunday through Friday Limit: 6 people Specific dates may not be available. Must make reservations with owner by March 31, 2019

FRD 61 – SFW
BROWNING X-BOLT WHITE GOLD 6MM CREEDMOOR
Browning Kelly Kreis (801) 652-7970 kelly@sfw.net Booth #912

Gloss finished, intricately checkered walnut has long been a Browning Trademark and those hallmark features carry on with the Browning White Gold Medallion models. Beneath the handsome pomp and polish, these high class X-Bolts feature a free-floated barrel and are bedded at the recoil lug and rear action screw to help ensure consistent accuracy.
FRIDAY DAY AUCTION ITEMS

FRIDAY DAY AUCTION ITEMS

FRD 62 – SFW

WINCHESTER MODEL 94 30 WCF

Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kelly Kreis (801) 652-7970  kelly@sfw.net
Booth #1405

This rare Model 94 has a 26 inch Octagon Barrel and was made in 1900. Serial #194296
Stamped Browning Bros Ogden, Utah

When John Moses Browning sold his newly invented rifle to Winchester, in the contract
they agreed that he would be paid part in cash and part in a certain number of rifles so that they
would be able to sell a few guns locally out of their store, which Browning hand stamped with
their Browning Bros Co. Ogden, UT stamp.

No one knows for sure exactly how many were delivered to Browning before the
contract was paid in full, but very few rifles marked in this manner are known to exist today
out of the millions of rifles produced.

This is part of local history. The opportunity to own one of these rifles is extremely rare
and priceless.

FRD 63 – MDF – Endowment

2019 TURKEY & WILD HOG HUNT IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

Contact: David Dibben
davedibben@gmail.com
(816) 289-9299

This is your opportunity to hunt Turkey and Wild Hogs in Northern California. Just For Hunting
has over 15,000 acres of some of the best turkey and hog habitat in the North State. The ranches
are comprised of grasslands, oak savanna, creek riparian, irrigated pastures and rolling hills. Wild-
life abounds, black tail deer, bear, elk, turkeys, hogs, quail are all present within the ranches you will
visit. This hunt must take place between the last weekend of March 2019 and the first weekend of
May 2019. Guides, lodging, game preparation, and ranch transportation are all included. Hunters
should be able to hike to maximize opportunities. This is an outstanding hunting opportunity on
private ranches in Northern California. This hunt is being offered by Just For Hunting (JFH), a
premier California hunting service. Find us at justforhunting.com

Contact Steve Boero  530-410-1832
100% of proceeds will go to the MDF National Endowment Fund

FRD 64 – Joint MDF/SFW

7-DAY PLAINS GAME AFRICAN HUNT FOR ONE (1) HUNTER

Huntershill Safaris
Contact: Greg Harvey
Hunterhill Ranch  •  Sterkstroom
www.huntershillsafaris.co.za
gregh@queen.co.za  •  +27659669789
Booth #326

Huntershill offers a unique hunting experience in South Africa’s Eastern Cape. This large game
farm of 55,000 acres, offers trophy hunting, bow hunting, fishing and wing shooting. Huntershill is
owner managed and run. Our hands-on approach means that there is always one of the owners on
site to welcome guests and ensure that every stay is enjoyable and that high standards are
maintained.

Dates: 2019 ONLY
Cost of extra hunter: $260/day
Cost of extra non-hunter: $120/day
Trip arrival & departure: East London
Trophy fees: Included for One (1) Gemsbuck & One (1) Black Impala

Buyer is responsible for any shipping costs.
FRD 65 – Joint MDF/SFW

**4-DAY RED STAG AND WILD WOODSTOCK RAM FOR ONE (1) HUNTER IN SOUTHERN ALPS NEW ZEALAND**

Backcountry New Zealand Outfitters
Contact: Nigel & Myriam Brit
4323 Arundel Rakaia Gorge Rd.
Staveley, New Zealand 7771
www.backcountrynewzealand.com
mail@backcountry.co.nz
+64 21 644057

4-Day Wild Woodstock Ram & Red Stag for One (1) Hunter 1x1 guide, for 4-days and 3-nights.

Includes all meals, cabin accommodations, guiding, transfers, equipment, taxes and trophy fees.

Dates: June 10-13 2019
Cost of extra hunter: $1,560 plus trophy fee
Cost of extra non-hunter: $1,000
Trip arrival & departure: Christchurch Airport
Trophy fees: Included for One (1) Wild Woodstock Ram & One (1) Red Stag up to 340 SCI
Additional trophies, upgrades, additional days and international flight discounts are available.

FRD 66 – Joint MDF/SFW

**2019 WYOMING COMMISSIONER’S DEER, ELK OR ANTELOPE LICENSE**

Boys & Girls Club of Sweetwater County
736 Massachusetts Ave., Rock Springs, WY 82901
bgcsweetwater.com • (307) 382-2639

4-Day Wild Woodstock Ram & Red Stag for One (1) Hunter 1x1 guide, for 4-days and 3-nights.

The recipients of these licenses must designate the specific hunt area in which they want the license issued. The recipients of these licenses must pay the full price for the license.

The recipient of the commissioner license authorization may only transfer the license authorization to another person if no additional consideration above the bid or raffle price is paid by the transferee. The recipient of the license authorization may donate the license authorization back to the nonprofit charitable organization that originally bid the license authorization to be rebid to a new highest bidder. Once the actual license is issued, it cannot be cancelled or transferred.

All big game licenses authorized under this section are valid for a specific region or hunt area as designated by the applicant at the time of application for license issuance. The specific region, or hunt area, or type shall not be changed following the issuance of the license by the Department. Holders of commissioner licenses shall be exempt from Commission regulations limiting the number of licenses an individual can possess in any one calendar year.
FRIDAY

CONSERVATION NIGHT AUCTION

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 2019 • APPROXIMATE START TIME: 8:35PM (MST)
SALT PALACE GRAND BALLROOM
FRIDAY CONSERVATION NIGHT AUCTION ITEMS

FRN 01 – Joint SFW/MDF
7-DAY SABLE & IMPALA HUNT FOR TWO (2) HUNTERS
Sensational Hunting Safaris Africa
Contact: Chuck Bigelow
2537 East Hillside Village Court
Cottonwood Heights, UT 84121
www.sensationalhuntingsafari.com
eggieboon@gmail.com
huntingcatman@gmail.com
(435) 851-0512
Booth #843

Sensational Hunting Safaris invites two (2) hunters to South Africa for a 7-Day, 2x1 fully guided, Sable and Impala hunt. Each hunter will have the opportunity to harvest one sable and one impala. Method of take is the Hunter’s choice. Hunt can be scheduled with the outfitter for open dates from March through October 2019 or 2020

Sensational Hunting Safari Africa headquarters is located 54 miles (34km) southwest of Mokopane (Potgietersrus), in the Limpopo Province of South Africa. They offer 32,000 acres of owned accessible hunting areas. Included are accommodations, meals, 2x1 guide services, trophy fees for one Sable and one Impala for each hunter, License and field prep. Not included are before and after hunt expenses, Airfare, dipping, packaging, taxidermy, alcohol, shipping and gratuities. Additional plains game may be added for trophy fees.

Arrival/Departure point is O.R. Tambo International airport.

FRN 02 – MDF
DIVIDE GUN CUSTOM RIFLE PACKAGE CHOICE OF CALIBER
Divide Gun Company
Todd Walchi
9 Coles Lane
Salmon, ID 83467
www.dividegun.com
todd@dividegun.com
(208) 891-2249
Booth # 2025

Handcrafted from the Rocky Mountains of Salmon, Idaho, Divide Gun Company is the premier custom rifle manufacturer for extreme to avid hunters and shooters that desire the most accurate, durable, lightweight and technologically advanced products on the market. Made from the world’s finest components and materials, with the tightest of tolerances, Divide Gun custom builds and hand-tailors each rifle. Each cartridge is hand loaded for an exact match to each custom rifle built, ensuring the utmost accuracy, precision and efficiency. For durability and unwavering performance, Divide Gun actions incorporate an aerospace coating bonded at a molecular level that provides the smoothest of actions, designed to be run dry without any lubricant, keeping the action clean and operable in the harshest of conditions. Divide Gun guarantees you the best rifle ever built with optimal long-range accuracy in the field or on the range.

- Divide Gun Custom Rifle Package ($12,000 Value)
- Caliber Options: .223 Rem, 22 Nosler, 6.5-284 Norma, 300 Norma Mag
- Detachable magazine or bottom metal depending on caliber
- Edge or mag fill stock depending on caliber
- Customizable stock and metal coating colors
- Lightweight carbon/alloy barrel
- Trigger pull weight options: 1.5 lbs, 2.0 lbs, 2.5 lbs

A 3% buyers premium will be added to all State tag items paid for with credit card. No buyer’s premium will be added when paying with cash or check.
- Swarovski or Leupold scope options
- Sig Kilo 2400 ABS Rangefinder
- Hard & soft gun cases
- 20 custom hand loaded rounds of ammunition
- Rifle broke in and range certified for out of the box accuracy
- Contact Divide Gun Company for details on all customizable options

FRN 03 – SFW

**2019 UTAH KAIPAROWITS, EAST/ESCALANTE/WEST, DESERT BIGHORN SHEEP CONSERVATION PERMIT - ANY LEGAL WEAPON (RIFLE)**

Permit provided by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978 • kevin@sfw.net
Booth #1405
Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.
SFW is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.
Hunt Dates: Sept 14 - Dec 31, 2019

FRN 04 – SFW

**2019 UTAH SAN JUAN BULL ELK CONSERVATION PERMIT ANY LEGAL WEAPON (RIFLE)**

Permit provided by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978 • kevin@sfw.net
Booth #1405
Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.
SFW is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.
Bidder will have the choice from one of the following seasons:
Hunt Dates: Sept 14 - Sept 22, 2019: Any Legal Weapon (rifle) early hunt
Nov 9 - Nov 17, 2019: Any Legal Weapon (rifle) late hunt

FRN 05 – MDF

**NEW MEXICO SPECIAL DEER PERMIT**

New Mexico Department of Game and Fish
Contact: Nicole Tatman
www.wildlife.state.nm.us
nicole.tatman@state.nm.us
(505) 476-8035

The New Mexico Department of Game and Fish brings its Special Deer Permit to the 2019 Western Hunting & Conservation Expo. This is a highly sought-after tag. New Mexico’s Rio Arriba County has more mule deer in the Boone & Crockett record book than any county in the United States. The lucky hunter will have the opportunity to harvest a Boone & Crockett class buck throughout the state using any legal weapon, regardless of the season. New Mexico has continued to manage its deer for quality. Proceeds from the permit sale will go to benefit deer in New Mexico. Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

Species: Deer; any 1 buck
Dates: September 1, 2019 - January 31, 2020
Weapon: Any legal weapon
Area: Statewide on any public land open to hunting, including Wildlife Management Areas and private land with permission
Guide Service: Not included

---

**Auction Item Price**

Buyer is responsible for any shipping costs.
FRN 06 – SFW

10-DAY TROPHY MOUNTAIN CARIBOU AT ARCTIC RED RIVER OUTFITTERS FOR (2) TWO HUNTERS

Arctic Red River Outfitters, LTD
avis Molnar (867)633-4934 info@arcticred-nwt.com
Booth #1804

10-day Trophy Mountain Caribou at Arctic Red River Outfitters. The hunt is for (2) hunters, 2X1 backpack hunt. Many 400-inch+ bulls are taken on these hunts. Does not include air charter fee and license, 5% GST Taxes and $400 trophy fee are payable to NWT Government upon harvest. This is more than just a hunt; it is an exceptional experience in some of North America’s most spectacular wilderness. If you love hunting western states high country Elk and Mule Deer, or sheep, you will love this incredible early season hunt!

Dates: August 16 – 27, 2019

FRN 07 – MDF

2019 UTAH STATEWIDE BUCK PRONGHORN CONSERVATION PERMIT

Permit provided by the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Mule Deer Foundation
Contact: Jessie Chase
1939 South 4130 West, Suite H • Salt Lake City, UT 84104
www.wildlife.utah.gov
jessie@muledeer.org
(801) 973-3940

Buyer is responsible for the additional payment of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fee for this species. Hunt any open unit or season.

Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

Hunt Dates: Archery: Aug 17 - Aug 30, 2019
Any Legal Weapon (rifle): Aug 31 - Nov 15, 2019

FRN 08 – SFW

BEST OF THE WEST LONG RANGE MUZZLELOADER WITH HUSKEMAW OPTICS

Best of the West-Huskemaw Optics
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978 kevin@sfw.net
Booth #710

Best of the West has blown the doors off with their new muzzleloader! The BOTW muzzleloader comes as a complete system that is topped off with a Huskemaw 4-16 optic. Also comes with the Huskemaw patented turret system. The BOTW muzzleloader has been proven to shoot sub moa and is capable of ranges out to 600 yards and beyond. Please come by the booth and take a look at our cutting edge priming system.

FRN 09 – SFW

2019 UTAH FILLMORE, PAHVANT BULL ELK LANDOWNER PERMIT, HUNTER’S CHOICE

Permit Provided by Division of Wildlife Resources and Pahvant Landowners Assoc.
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978 kevin@sfw.net
Booth #1405

This permit allows the hunter to hunt the private property that is a part of the Pahvant Landowner Association. The hunter will be required to sign a Liability Release Form provided by the PLA. Outfitters and guides will be required to sign the same release, as well as produce a certificate of in-
Buyer is responsible for any shipping costs.
FRN 12 – MDF

**2019 WYOMING GOVERNOR’S DEER, ELK OR ANTELOPE LICENSE**

Wyoming Wildlife - The Foundation
1472 N. 5th St. Ste 201
Laramie, WY 82072
www.wyomingwildlifefoundation.org
(307) 432-9453

Proceeds from the sale of this tag go to Wyoming Wildlife - The Foundation and will be designated towards projects that directly benefit the species from which the tag originates. This license is valid for the 2019 season in any open hunt area in the state, both general license and limited quota license areas. However, Governor Elk licenses are not valid for Elk hunt areas 75, 76 and 79 located within the Grand Teton National Park.

Season dates and license numbers for 2019 will be finalized in April of 2019. The buyer of this license must select the species, then, may hunt any open hunt area in the state – subject to existing season dates and limitations.

Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

---

FRN 13 – SFW/UWSF

**2019 UTAH BOX ELDER, NEWFOUNDLAND MTNS. ROCKY MTN. BIGHORN SHEEP CONSERVATION PERMIT (LATE)**

Provided by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Utah Wild Sheep Foundation
Travis Jensen (801) 641-5453
Booth #2237

UWSF & SFW are both 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organizations.

Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.

Hunt Dates: Nov 2 - Dec 31, 2019

---

FRN 14 – MDF

**2019 UTAH PLATEAU, BOULDER/KAIPAROWITS BULL ELK CONSERVATION PERMIT, MULTI-SEASON**

Permit provided by the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Mule Deer Foundation
Contact: Jessie Chase
1939 South 4130 West, Suite H
Salt Lake City, UT 84104
www.wildlife.utah.gov
jessie@muledeer.org
(801) 973-3940

Winning bidder is responsible for the additional payment of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fee for this species. Many 350-400 point bulls have been harvested on this unit. This “premium” elk hunt allows you to hunt all four limited entry seasons for big bulls. We thank you for your support.

Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

Buyer may hunt all of the following seasons
Archery dates: Aug 17 - Sept 13, 2019 and
Any Legal Weapon (rifle) early hunt dates: Sept 14 - Sept 22, 2019 and
Any Legal Weapon (rifle) late hunt dates: Nov 9 - Nov 17, 2019 and
Muzzleloader dates: Sept 23 - Oct 4, 2019

---

A 3% buyers premium will be added to all State tag items paid for with credit card. No buyer’s premium will be added when paying with cash or check.
FRN 15 – SFW

2019 UTAH BUCK DEER SAN JUAN, ELK RIDGE CONSERVATION PERMIT, HUNTER’S CHOICE

Permit provided by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978 kevin@sfw.net
Booth #1405

Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fees. SFW is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

Bidder will have the choice from one of the following seasons/weapons:

- **Hunt Dates:** Aug 17 - Sept 13, 2019: Archery
- Sept 25 - Oct 3, 2019: Muzzleloader

FRN 16 – SFW

10-DAY HUNT FOR WILD FREE RANGING DESERT BIGHORN SHEEP FOR ONE (1) HUNTER

Amigos Guides and Outfitters
Nayo Balderama
http://www.amigosguides.net
phone: +52 662 260 1006
Booth #1319

This is a 10-day hunt for wild free ranging Desert Bighorn Sheep in the famed San Francisco mountains where Jack O’Connor loved to hunt these sheep. The hunt will take place from November 5th to March 20th in the 2019 or 2020 seasons. The terrain is steep and rocky in areas as you would expect on a sheep hunt. Three guides will be provided to ensure your success. Amigos Outfitters has 100% success rate on Desert Bighorn Sheep. A previous hunt expo winner harvested a 172” ram on this hunt.

Included in the donation is transportation to and from the hunting area from either Hermosillo, Mexico or Phoenix, Arizona. All accommodations, meals, drinks, hunting licenses, and gun permits are included. Not included are hotel costs in Phoenix or Hermosillo before and after the hunt if needed. Nayo is a biologist and specialist in wildlife management. He is an expert in the field and has been instrumental over the past 30 years in restoring Bighorn Sheep across their traditional range in Sonora, Mexico. He has been guiding for over 20 years and works approximately 300 days a year in the field. Please stop by their booth #1319 at the Expo to learn more about this amazing hunt for Desert Bighorn Sheep.

FRN 17 – MDF

2019 UTAH MOUNTAIN GOAT CONSERVATION PERMIT - BEAVER (EARLY)

Permit provided by the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Mule Deer Foundation
Contact: Jessie Chase
1939 South 4130 West, Suite H
Salt Lake City, UT 84104
www.wildlife.utah.gov
jessie@muledeer.org
(801) 973-3940

Utah produces several book goats every year. Winning bidder is responsible for additional payment of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fee for the species.

Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

Season date: Any Legal Weapon (rifle): Sept 7 - Sept 22, 2019
FRN 18 – MDF

**2019 JICARILLA TRIBE MULE DEER AUCTION PERMIT**

Jicarilla Apache Game and Fish Department  
Contact: J.C. KnightHawke, Director  
PO Box 313  
Dulce, NM 87528  
www.jicarillahunt.com  
kyle.tator@gmail.com  
(575) 759-3255  
Booth # 2235

This trophy mule deer hunt takes place on the famous Jicarilla Apache Indian Reservation, located in northwest New Mexico. The Jicarilla is the top producer of B&C mule deer bucks and has a long history of spectacular mule deer hunting. Hunter will be responsible for hiring a Jicarilla Tribal Member Guide, lodging and meals. This is a great opportunity to hunt over 850,000 acres of beautiful mule deer country and see numerous trophy class bucks. Bucks taken by clients over the past 5-years have averaged 205 gross B & C.

Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

Season Dates: November 15 - December 31, 2019

FRN 19 – SFW

**2019 UTAH BOX ELDER, NEWFOUNDLAND MTN ROCKY MTN. BIGHORN SHEEP CONSERVATION PERMIT (EARLY)**

Permit provided by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources  
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife  
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978  kevin@sfw.net  
Booth #1405  
SFW is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.  
Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.  
Hunt Date: Oct. 12 - Dec 31, 2019: Any Legal Weapon (rifle)

FRN 20 – MDF

**5-DAY FULLY OUTFITTED COLORADO ARCHERY BULL ELK HUNT FOR TWO (2) HUNTERS**

Lone Star Outfitters  
Contact: Walt Isenhour  
2187 Hwy 290 East  
McDade, TX 78650  
www.lonestaroutfitters.com  
wisenhour@lonestaroutfitters.com  
(512) 633-7519  
Booth # 426

5-Day Colorado Private Ranch Trophy Archery Elk Hunt. This hunt is for two (2) hunters and will take place in the fall of 2019. The hunt is for 5-days with field preparation and transportation to the meat processor included. The hunters must purchase a Colorado Archery Elk License over the counter on arrival in Colorado. Hunters born after 1/1/1949 must have a hunter safety card to purchase the license. All trophy fees are included. Lodging and meals are provided in a comfortable cabin camp. The hunt may be upgraded to a rifle hunt or 1x1 guide service for a fee of $2,000 per hunter.

Cost of additional hunter: $6,500  
Cost of additional non-hunter: $1,000  
Cost of license: $661  
Meat Processing and Gratuities are not included

---

A 3% buyers premium will be added to all State tag items paid for with credit card. No buyer’s premium will be added when paying with cash or check.
FRN 21 – SFW

TEXAS AOUDAD HUNT WITH OFFGRID OUTDOORS FOR ONE (1)
HUNTER
Offgrid Outdoors
Rusty Hall (801) 389-5444
Booth #3266
Over 170,000 acres of private land and it is all free-range hunting. Most hunting is spot and stalk but hunts can be tailored to individual needs. Most rams harvested will have 30” horns. Hunt includes, lodging, guiding, food and field care. Additional hunters are welcome at $6,500/per person. These are 3-day hunts.
Hunter is responsible for state license at an additional cost of $48.

FRN 22 – MDF

ORIGINAL ART BY JOEL PILCHER ART
Joel Pilcher Art
3719 N. Spiral Springs Rd.
Erda, UT 84074
(801) 979-0961
joel@joelpilcherart.com
www.joelpilcherart.com
Booth # 2972
Joel Pilcher Original Mule Deer Artwork
This is an original 24”x36” work of art in the medium of white charcoal on black canvas. The artist, Joel Pilcher, is currently creating it and sharing the process on his social media platforms. It will be completed and framed prior to the start of WHCE. Follow along on Instagram @joelpilch and Facebook @joelpilcherart to watch as the piece is developed.

FRN 23 – SFW

2019 UTAH PAUNSAUGONT BUCK DEER LANDOWNER PERMIT
Provided by the Division of Wildlife Resources/Paunsaugunt Landowners Assoc.
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978 kevin@sfw.net
Booth #1405
Arguably the best Mule Deer in the State. Consistently produces some of the largest deer in the west.
SFW is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.
Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.
Bidder will have the choice from one of the following seasons/weapons:
Hunt Dates: Aug 17 - Sept 13, 2019: Archery
Oct 19 - Oct 31, 2019: Any Legal Weapon (rifle)
Sept 25 - Oct 3, 2019: Muzzleloader

FRN 24 – SFW

BROWNING MYSTERY SAFE
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kelly Kreis (801) 652-7970 kelly@sfw.net
Booth #1405
You are bidding on the Browning Deluxe 49 Tall and Wide Safe with 6 Browning firearms locked inside, along with a coveted Utah Landowner Mule Deer tag.

Buyer is responsible for any shipping costs.
FRN 25 – SFW

“BUCK FEVER ON NO TELLUM RIDGE” LEON PARSON – ARTIST
PROOF 93/98

Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kelly Kreis (801) 652-7970 kelly@sfw.net
Booth #1405

The No Tellum Ridge paintings are one of the most well known series among Mule Deer enthusiasts. “Buck Fever on No Tellum Ridge” is number 4 of 5 in that series. Anyone familiar with Leon Parson’s work, knows that any of these pieces are extremely difficult to find. Don’t miss out on your chance to own what many consider one of the best prints in the “No Tellum” series.

FRN 26 – MDF

5-DAY RED STAG HUNT FOR TWO (2) HUNTERS IN KAIKOURA, NEW ZEALAND

Spey Creek Trophy Hunting New Zealand
Contact: John and Wyatt McBride
1525 E. Noble Ave. Ste. 113
Visalia, CA 93292
www.sctrophyhunting.com
hunt@sctrophyhunting.com
(559) 303-4289

Imagine navigating a sportsman’s paradise without worry of licensing or tags and without a limit on the amount of animals you can hunt. Picture yourself stalking wild game through untouched wilderness, guided by people passionate about the outdoors and, most importantly, the thrill of the hunt. Don’t just imagine it … Experience it!

Spey Creek Trophy Hunting invite two hunters on this 5-day guided rifle or bow hunt at this spectacular private ranch in Kaikoura, New Zealand - an enchanting land consistently winning honors as one of the top international destinations in the world. Spey Creek Trophy Hunting ranch offers an exclusive opportunity to hunt in a free range or naturally controlled environment where you’ll find premium trophies awaiting. Included in your adventure are: first-class accommodations in a luxurious 3,000+ square foot luxury lodge located in the middle of the hunting area, delectable meals, 2x1 guide service, hunt/airport transportation, field prep and one red stag per hunter scoring up to 380”. Your arrival/departure point is Christchurch, New Zealand.

If you are looking to add a LARGE red stag to add to your trophy collection, Spey Creek is the place to hunt! Spey Creek hunters have held the record for the largest stags shot with any weapon for the past several years. Their guests have taken many top ten animals in all four weapon categories.

It’s not all about trophy heads though. Spey Creek Trophy Hunting offers an exceptional experience of both free range and estate hunting on thousands of acres for several different species of all sizes including the majestic red stag, tahr, elk, chamois, fallow buck, South Pacific black faced Arapawa ram, and feral goats and hogs.

Experience their superior trophy hunting lodge in breathtaking Kaikoura - in the South Island of New Zealand. In addition to their fantastic hunting , the small seaside town of Kaikoura is ideally located for sightseeing, activities and adventure. Extra game, non-hunters ($250 per day) and sightseeing days may be added to this package at current published rates.

From this English speaking, breathtaking location, the adventures are limitless! Venture into the sea for whale watching, deep sea fishing, scuba diving, snorkeling, surfing and swimming with dolphins, or take in all the land has to offer with activities like bird shooting, helicopter tours, golf, bungee jumping, horseback riding or sampling wine at world-renowned wineries.

Schedule your hunt with Spey Creek Trophy Hunting March-July, 2019 (limited openings available in 2019) or 2020. Quality and customer service is their top objectives at Spey Creek Trophy Hunting. For that reason, they choose not to accommodate a large quantity of hunters each year, as they make it a point to ensure that all of their guests needs are being met.

Their goal at Spey Creek is to create exclusive hunting experiences with memories that will last a lifetime, and they take their business seriously! Bid on this great donation and become one of the many happy members of the Spey Creek Trophy Hunting family!
FRN 27 – MDF
ARCHERY, MUZZLELOADER OR RIFLE MULE DEER HUNT ON
PRIVATE RANCH IN SOUTHERN COLORADO
Contact: Freddy Harteis
7955 Jonestown Road
Harrisburg, PA 17112
fsharteis@gmail.com
(717) 580-6772

Here is your chance to hunt the Harteis Ranch in Southern Colorado for mule deer (Unit 851 Private
Land Only). You will be hunting 190+ inch mule deer on the 4500-acre ranch. You will be hosted by
Freddy “The Maverick” Harteis on his personal ranch where many of his TV episodes are filmed.

Archery Dates: Arrive at the Ranch on 08/30, hunt 08/31 - 09/04 (5-day hunt) and depart
09/05/2019.
Muzzleloader Dates: Arrive at the Ranch on 9/13/18, hunt 9/14 - 9/18 (5-day hunt) and depart
9/19/2019.
Rifle Dates: Arrive at the Ranch on 10/18, 2018, hunt 10/19 - 10/23 (5-day hunt) and depart
Hunter must provide own transportation to the ranch.

FRN 28 – SFW/RMEF
2019 UTAH STATEWIDE BISON CONSERVATION PERMIT
Provided Division of Wildlife Resources
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation
Ron (801) 859-3474
Booth #7408

Hunt the Henry Mountains or the Book Cliffs for free ranging Bison. Both units have the potential
to produce a record book head. Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of the appropriate
resident or non-resident license fees.
RMEF & SFW are both 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organizations.
Hunt Dates: Any Legal Weapon Aug 1, 2019 - Jan 31, 2020

FRN 29 – SFW
3-DAY WYOMING PRONGHORN ANTELOPE HUNT FOR TWO
HUNTERS WITH OFFGRID OUTDOORS
Rusty Hall (801) 389-5444 rusty@offgridoutdoors.com
Booth #3266

Offgrid Outdoors has donated this excellent 3-day, guided pronghorn antelope hunt for two hunter-
s. Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates September 20–October 14, 2019, only. No alternate
dates are available. This tag will be drawn through the lottery system. The drawing rates have been
100%. The hunt is three days with high success rates and is not physically demanding. Hunting is
conducted using spot and stalk methods, one guide per 2 hunters and most shots will be 350 yards.
Donation includes lodging, meals, guide service, and field prep. Additional hunters cost $2,500;
non-hunters $500. Not included are any before/after hunt expenses, license ($614), conservation
stamp ($12.50), packaging/shipping and gratuities. Application deadline for tag is May 31, 2019. Ar-
rival/departure point is Cheyenne, WY. Company’s website: www.offgridoutdoors.com

Bayer is responsible for any shipping costs.
Although there are many rifles on the market today, we wanted to focus on one thing: quality. Our B-14 rifles were inspired by the desire to bring the quality that Bergara was known for in the custom rifle world to production rifles made for all hunters. In the B-14 rifle, you will find a level of craftsmanship that surpasses all of the other production hunting rifles on the market.

The B-14 HMR rifle features our integrated mini-chassis molded into the stock to give the rifle repeatable bedding and accuracy. It also supports a fully free-floated barrel to achieve optimal precision. The Bergara Hunting and Match rifles are built to offer a rifle for both hunters and competition shooters that can perform incredibly in either situation. The stock features an adjustable cheekpiece and length of pull spacers. Built in Spain at our highly automated and efficient barrel factory, this rifle delivers a level of quality and performance that is unmatched in its price range.

The world-renowned Bergara barrel on this long range precision rifle is complemented by our own super-smooth B-14 Action, which is a two-lug system with a sliding plate extractor and a coned bolt nose and breech to ensure a smooth feeding and extraction of the cartridge. It’s also outfitted with a Bergara curved trigger we designed to guarantee a crisp, clean pull every time you fire the rifle. The trigger comes set at about three pounds. It has been factory drilled and tapped to fit Remington 700 style rings and bases.

The (#5) Bergara 4140 CrMo steel barrel is finished in matte blue and is available 22 inches in 6.5 Creedmoor, which weighs 9.25 lbs.

A 5-round AICS detachable magazine is standard with our HMR rifle. QD flush cups are included in the stock to allow for easy attachment and detachment of slings.

All B-14 rifles are capable of producing sub-1.0 MOA groups or less at 100 yards using factory match grade ammunition.

- Weight: 9.25 lbs 6.5 Creedmoor
- Overall Length: 41.5” 6.5 Creedmoor
- Barrel Length: 22” (6.5 Creedmoor)
- Magazine: AICS Style Detachable
- Mag Capacity: 5 round mag provided
- Length of pull: Adjustable from 14.5” at the longest to 13” at the shortest
- Barrel Taper: No. 5.5
- Twist Rate: 1:8” (6.5 Creedmoor
- Muzzle: Threaded 5/8-24” with thread protector
- Scope Mount: Fits Remington 700 rings and bases
- Integrated QD flush cup mounts
- Rear butt-stock: Adjustable cheek piece, and length-of-pull
- Full-length Integrated mini-chassis for repeatable bedding and supports fully free-floated barrel

100% of the donation will go to the MDF National Endowment Fund.

FRN 31 – SFW
2018 UTAH FILLMORE, OAK CREEK BUCK DEER LANDOWNER PERMIT
Provided by the Division of Wildlife Resources/Fillmore Oak Creek Landowner Assoc.
Sportsmen for Fish & Wildlife
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978 kevin@sfw.net
Booth #1405
Hunt one of Utah’s most underrated deer units. The Fillmore, Oak Creek LE is producing some of the biggest deer in the state, bucks that will rival the world renowned Paunsaugunt and Henry

See page 6 for information on the 3% buyer’s premium and 3% discount for cash/check payments.
Buyer is responsible for any shipping costs.
SFW is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.
Bidder will have the choice from one of the following seasons/weapons:
Hunt Dates: Aug 17 - Sept 13, 2019: Archery
          Oct 19 - Oct 27, 2019: Any Legal Weapon (rifle)
          Sept 25 - Oct 3, 2019: Muzzleloader

FRN 32 – SFW
14-DAY STONE SHEEP HORSEBACK HUNT AT FULL CURL STONE NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA FOR (1) HUNTER
Full Curl Stone - Mark Bingham International Conservation Hunt
Full Curl Stone and Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife • Luke Vince 587-988-2930
Booth #1405

Marc and Debbie Bingham have donated more than $5.5 million to SFW for our conservation mission. This hunt is 100 percent donated to SFW because of the Bingham’s generosity. This is a 14-day horseback hunt for 1 hunter in 2020 for a Stone Sheep. Full Curl Stone took some great rams in 2018. Full Curl Stone Outfitters is in Northern British Columbia. Hunter can add Moose for an additional $5,000 and Goat for an additional $5,000, payable on Trophy Fee basis.

Not included; airfare, GST Taxes, licenses, trophy fee (minimal payment to Canadian government after harvest) and departure from Watson Lake via Whitehorse.
Season Dates: Sept. 21 to Oct 4, 2020

FRN 33 – MDF
“THE JOHN SNOW EXPERIENCE” – GUN/SCOPE/SE MONTANA MULE DEER HUNT COMBO
Rolling Bones Adventures
Contact: Brian Mehmen
522 W Jackson Blvd., Spearfish, SD 57783
(605) 644-8000 • info@rollingbonesoutfitters.com • www.rollingbonesoutfitters.com
Booth #244

This firearm / scope and hunt combo, was pulled together working with John Snow, Firearms Editor for Field & Stream and Outdoor Life. He’d taken this special anniversary firearm provided by Weatherby, with newly released ZEISS scope provided by ZEISS, on a magnificent hunt in Southeastern Montana with Rolling Bones Adventures. Montana is not only blessed with its beautiful scenery but has gorgeous mule deer that live within its landscape.

Hunt provided by Rolling Bones Adventures, guided by Montana Hunt & Fish Company by Mossback Outfitters. This 5-day rifle hunt will take place in 2019 in SE Montana the first week of November. Meals and lodging included. Hunter is responsible for general deer tag cost of $625. Rolling Bones Outfitters will handle application process with auction winner, and they will receive a one-year membership to Rolling Bones which includes: Hunt the West Magazine, Personalized Hunt Plan, Unlimited Applications, Unlimited Concierge Service, Vetted Outfitters Hunts, and Discount Hunt Specials.

Rifle Package:
Weatherby Mark V 70th Anniversary Rifle, one of a series of 70, chambered in .257 Weatherby cartridge. This rifle is pure Roy Weatherby—high-gloss finish, high-grade wood, deep bluing on the metal, pronounced Monte Carlo cheekpiece, exaggerated grip, and ornamented as you’d expect to see a rifle of Roy’s from the 50s with skip-line checkering, rosewood forend tip, white spacers, and a honeycomb recoil pad.
The New ZEISS Conquest V6 3-18x50 Scope. This 3-18x50 scope is perfect for the Western mule deer hunter with a low profile and is engineered for the rugged landscape Western hunters face. Made in Germany, the new Conquest V6 with true 6x zoom and 30mm tube, FL (Fluoride) Glass, enhanced T lens coatings and LotuTec protective coating provides industry-leading resolution and shooter accuracy.

FRN 34 – SFW
HUNTS FOR THE BRAVE
John Taylor (801) 403-4206 1sonatmsu@gmail.com
Booth #1210
UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS DRILL INSTRUCTOR’S (DI) UNIFORM
This uniform was proudly worn by Sgt Maj Daniel L. Krause while serving as a Drill Instructor with the United States Marine Corps from 2000 to 2004. Sgt Maj Krause has over 26 years’ service with the Marine Corps including several deployments in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom. In 2010, Sgt Maj Krause was wounded in action and awarded the Purple Heart. He was also awarded the Bronze Star with V (for Valor) for his heroic actions during this combat operation. To this day, Sgt Maj Krause continues to serve his country with the U. S. Marine Corps. Sgt Maj Krause has generously donated his uniform to Hunts for the Brave in support of their mission to provide memorable outdoor hunting experiences to the brave men and women of our armed forces who have gone in harm’s way in the defense of our freedoms.
Hunts for the Brave is an affiliate organization of Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife. One hundred percent of all contributions made to Hunts for the Brave go directly towards funding their mission.

FRN 35 – SFW/MDF
BROWNING CITORI GRAN LIGHTNING GRADE VI WALNUT STOCK
20 GAUGE
Mule Deer Foundation Sportsmen for Fish & Wildlife
Ray Crow Kelly Kreis
(801) 973-3940 (801) 652-7970
ray@muledeer.org kelly@sfw.net
Booth # 1605 Booth # 1405

The Browning Citori Gran Lightning features a beautiful oil finished grade V/VI Walnut Stock. Intricate broad coverage engraving with gold accents. Ivory bead sight and mid bead. Three black extended Midas Grade choke tubes (F, M, IC).
Ideal for hunting and sporting clays.

FRN 36 – MDF – Endowment
7-DAY TROPHY CAPE BUFFALO HUNT FOR ONE (1) HUNTER
Tollies African Safaris
Contact: Tollie or Karen Jordaan
P.O. Box 377
Somerset East, 5850, South Africa
www.huntinginafrica.website
tollie@isas.co.za
+27 82 499-6609 / +27 42 243-2157
Booth #3367

Join Tollies African Safaris for a 7-Day trophy cape buffalo hunt for one (1) hunter in beautiful Somerset East, situated in the mountains of the Eastern Cape Province of South Africa. Nicknamed “the Black Death” and “Widowmaker”, the Cape Buffalo is one of the most unpredictable and formidable adversaries a dangerous game hunter can face. It is also the most popular member of the Big Five in terms of trophy hunting. Included in your hunt are services of an experienced, professional hunter and his staff, including trackers and skinners, all concession fees in South Africa, all hunting
licenses in South Africa (except for lion), a fully equipped hunting vehicle per professional hunter, field preparation of trophies, full accommodation and meals and scheduled airport pick up and return. Hunter is responsible for airfare to and from Port Elizabeth, staff gratuities and freight charges for shipment to US. Tollies African Safaris have been in the industry for more than 30 years and have worked to build a flawless reputation. Let us guide you through this wonderful place called Africa - the place we call home!

Trip arrival & departure point: Port Elizabeth, South Africa
Dates: 2019
Cost of additional hunter: $490/day
Cost of additional non-hunter: $210/day
Trophy Fees Included
Firearm Permit Required
Additional animals may be added per current price list.

FRN 37 – MDF

**2019 UTAH HENRY MTNS BUCK DEER (MUZZLELOADER) CONSERVATION PERMIT**

Permit provided by the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Mule Deer Foundation
Contact: Jessie Chase
1939 South 4130 West, Suite H
Salt Lake City, UT 84104
www.wildlife.utah.gov
jessie@muledeer.org
(801) 973-3940

The Henry Mountain premium deer unit has produced some of the largest deer in the country over the past 5 years. This is one of the top deer units in the country to hunt and is sure to be a very rewarding experience. Winning bidder is responsible for the additional payment of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fee for this species. We thank you for your support. Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

Season date: Muzzleloader Sept 25 - Oct 3, 2019

FRN 38 – MDF

**2019 UTAH SAN JUAN BULL ELK CONSERVATION PERMIT, MULTI-SEASON**

Permit provided by the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Mule Deer Foundation
Contact: Jessie Chase
1939 South 4130 West, Suite H, Salt Lake City, UT 84104
www.wildlife.utah.gov • jessie@muledeer.org
(801) 973-3940

This unit produces 370-400+ inch bulls every year. Winning bidder is responsible for the additional payment of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fee for this species. Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

Archery dates: Aug 17 - Sept 13, 2019 and
Any Legal Weapon (rifle) early hunt dates: Sept 14 - Sept 22, 2019 and
Any Legal Weapon (rifle) late hunt dates: Nov 9 - Nov 17, 2019 and
Muzzleloader dates: Sept 23 - Oct 4, 2019

Buyer is responsible for any shipping costs.
FRN 39 – MDF

2019 ARIZONA COUES DEER LICENSE
Arizona Game & Fish Department
5000 W. Carefree Highway
Phoenix, AZ 85086
www.azgfd.com
(623) 236-7349

Arizona’s other deer, the Coues, is the subspecies of the white-tailed deer considered one of Arizona’s finest game animals. Don’t pass up the chance to hunt one of these unique deer. MDF returns 100% of the permit proceeds back to Arizona Game & Fish Department for habitat projects benefitting Coues Whitetail.

Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

Area: Statewide (except Camp Navajo in Unit 6B, Mohave County Park Lands in Unit 16A and Fort Huachuca in Unit 35A).
Season Dates: August 15, 2019 – August 14, 2020
Weapon Type: Any firearm, crossbow or bow and arrow, except in units with M designation where bow and arrow may be used as described in Arizona Big Game Rules.

FRN 40 – MDF

2019 WYOMING GOVERNOR’S DEER, ELK OR ANTELOPE LICENSE
Wyoming Wildlife - The Foundation
1472 N. 5th St. Ste 201
Laramie, WY 82072
www.wyomingwildlifefoundation.org
(307) 432-9453

Proceeds from the sale of this tag go to Wyoming Wildlife - The Foundation and will be designated towards projects that directly benefit the species from which the tag originates. This license is valid for the 2019 season in any open hunt area in the state, both general license and limited quota license areas. However, Governor Elk licenses are not valid for Elk hunt areas 75, 76 and 79 located within the Grand Teton National Park. Season dates and license numbers for 2019 will be finalized in April of 2019. The buyer of this license must select the species, then, may hunt any open hunt area in the state – subject to existing season dates and limitations. Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

FRN 41 – MDF

7-DAY BULL ELK HUNT FOR ONE (1) HUNTER ON THE ZUNI RESERVATION IN NEW MEXICO
Pueblo of Zuni Fish and Wildlife Department
Contact: Nelson Luna
PO Box 339
Zuni, NM 87327
http://www.ashiwi.org/FishandWildlife.html
nelson.luna@ashiwi.org
(505) 782-5851
Booth # 2236

The Zuni Tribe of New Mexico is providing an opportunity to hunt the Zuni Indian Reservation (446,000 acres) for a trophy bull elk during the peak of the rut. This fully-outfitted hunt includes one-on-one guide service, field transportation, and room and board at a local bed & breakfast inn. This area is prime elk country with elevations ranging from 6,200-7,800 feet. Rugged canyons, mesa tops and flat sandy hills provide excellent but remote cover for these trophy animals. 2017 hunts harvested 387, 380, 377 and largest bull ever harvested 423 (2007). This is a fabulous opportunity to
Hunt the gorgeous mesas and forests of western New Mexico while enjoying the warm hospitality of the Zuni people.

Hunt Dates: September 23 - 29, 2019 (arrival in Zuni, NM on September 22/departure September 30, 2019)
Choice of Weapon: Archery, Muzzleloader or Rifle
Trophy Fees and License Included.
Cost for additional non-hunter: $95 per day.

FRN 42 – MDF
**2019 WASHINGTON MULE DEER PERMIT**
Washington Department of Fish & Wildlife
600 Capitol Way North
Olympia, WA 98501
wdfw.wa.gov
(360) 902-2519

Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

FRN 43 - SFW
**2019 ZEISS HARPIA 95 SPOTTING SCOPE**
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kelly Kreis (801) 652-7970 kelly@sfw.net
The unusual optical system features a 3x wide - angle zoom, up to 70x magnification and an objective lens diameter of 95 millimeters. This extremely wide field of view prove their worthy in every situation. The Harpia 95 also features precise focusing with convenient automatic transition from rapid to fine adjustment, even at high magnification factors.

FRN 44 – MDF
**2019 ALASKA MOUNTAIN GOAT HUNT FOR ONE (1) HUNTER**
Alaska Department of Game & Fish
Contact: Dave Battle- GMU 14C (Anchorage) Area Biologist/ Tim Spivey- Permitting Biologist
333 Raspberry Road
Anchorage, AK 99518
www.hunt.alaska.gov
david.battle@alaska.gov
dfg.dwc.permits@alaska.gov
(907) 267-2185 or (907) 465-4148

Hunt Number: DG889
Species: Mountain Goat
Legal Animal: One (1) mountain goat, preferably male, (the taking of a nannies with kids is prohibited)
GMU, Area: 14C, Lake George

Hunting Conditions:
1) PERMIT: The DG889 permit shall be in the possession of the permittee while hunting or transporting a mountain goat and shall be exhibited to any person authorized to enforce state and federal laws who requests to see it. The permit is NON-TRANSFERABLE.
2) WHEN: September 1, 2019 - October 15, 2019.

Bayer is responsible for any shipping costs.
A 3% buyers premium will be added to all State tag items paid for with credit card. No buyer’s premium will be added when paying with cash or check.

3) WHERE: That portion of Unit 14C within the drainages of the Knik River upstream from, but not including, Big Timber Creek drainage. The permittee is solely responsible for securing permission to trespass on private land.

4) BAG LIMIT: One (1) mountain goat. Either sex is legal, but harvesting males is encouraged for conservation reasons. The taking of nannies with kids is prohibited. If you have killed a goat anywhere in Alaska during the current regulatory year, this permit is invalid.

5) REPORTING:
SUCCESSFUL hunters: Successful hunters are required to bring in their report and goat horns, attached to the skull plate, to either the ADF&G office in Anchorage, Soldotna, or Palmer for measuring and aging within 10 days of kill.

UNSUCCESSFUL hunters or permittees who DID NOT HUNT: Report online at http://hunt.alaska.gov by phone to 267-2185, or bring the completed harvest report to ADFG in Anchorage, Palmer, or Soldotna within 15 days of the close of the season.

6) PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO REPORT: If you fail to report, you will not be eligible to receive any permits (drawing, tier II, or registration) during the next regulatory year. In addition, your name will be turned over to the Alaska Wildlife Troopers for enforcement action. Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

FRN 45 – Joint SFW/MDF

WINCHESTER MODEL 1866 SHORT RIFLE GRADE IV LIMITED SERIES IN 44-40 WIN

Browning/Winchester
Mule Deer Foundation Sportsmen for Fish & Wildlife
Ray Crow Kelly Kreis
(801) 973-3940 (801) 652-7970
ray@muledeer.org kelly@sfw.net
Booth # 1605 Booth # 1405

If any rifle defines the 19th century, this is it. This is the genuine Yellow Boy. The original. The authentic. The Winchester Model 1866 epitomizes the winning of the American West. But that is not all. It remains until today as a key example of the American industrial revolution. A revolution that was sweeping the world, changing world history forever. This is the rifle that made Oliver Winchester, one of the great industrialists of the 19th Century, and set him on a path of firearms innovation and manufacturing prowess that became the stuff of legend. The feature list below is rich. Whether for the joy of shooting, for cowboy action shooting or for a special hunting experience, this 1866 is ready.

A real working rifle -- not just for show! This remarkable rifle starts with walnut straight grip stock with a satin oil finish that’s velvet smooth to the touch. Features a classic rifle-style forearm with forearm cap for the legendary look and feel of the original Model 1866.

FRN 46 – Joint SFW/MDF

ANTELOPE ISLAND MULE DEER CONSERVATION PERMIT

Mule Deer Foundation Sportsmen for Fish & Wildlife
Miles Moretti Troy Justensen
(801) 973-3940 (801) 557-3362
miles@muledeer.org troy@sfw.net
Booth # 1605 Booth # 1405

Permit provided by the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources and Utah State Parks. You will not want to pass up the opportunity to hunt Antelope Island! The Mule Deer on the Island are World Class! We would like to thank the Utah Legislature and Utah State Parks for allowing this unique opportunity. Only two tags will be available for Mule Deer on the Island, one bid tag and one public draw tag. 90% of the proceeds will go back to improve habitat on the Island and benefit Mule Deer translocations throughout the state.

Season Dates: November 11-18, 2019
DOWNLOAD THE HUNT EXPO MOBILE APP NOW
AVAILABLE ON IOS & ANDROID

SATURDAY NIGHT AUCTION

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 2019 • APPROXIMATE START TIME: 8:30PM (MST)
SALT PALACE GRAND BALLROOM
SN 01 – Joint SFW/MDF
7-DAY GOLDEN & BLUE WILDEBEEST HUNT FOR TWO (2) HUNTERS
Sensational Hunting Safaris Africa
Contact: Chuck Bigelow
2537 East Hillsdale Village Court
Cottonwood Heights, UT 84121
www.sensationalhuntingsafari.com
eggieboon@gmail.com
huntingcatman@gmail.com
(435) 851-0512
Booth # 843

Sensational Hunting Safaris invites two (2) hunters to South Africa for a 7-Day, 2x1 fully guided, Golden and Blue Wildebeest hunt. Each hunter will have the opportunity to harvest one (1) Golden Wildebeest and one (1) Blue Wildebeest. Method of take is the Hunter’s choice. Hunt can be scheduled with the outfitter for open dates from March through October 2019 or 2020.

Sensational Hunting Safari Africa headquarters is located 54 miles (34km) southwest of Mokopane (Potgietersrus), in the Limpopo Province of South Africa. They offer 32,000 acres of owned accessible hunting areas. Included are accommodations, meals, 2x1 guide services, trophy fees for one (1) Golden Wildebeest and one (1) Blue Wildebeest for each hunter, License and field prep. Not included are before and after hunt expenses, Airfare, dipping, packaging, taxidermy, alcohol, shipping and gratuities. Additional plains game may be added for trophy fees. Arrival/Departure point is O.R. Tambo International airport.

SN 02 – Joint SFW/MDF
10-DAY ARCHERY ONLY PLAINS GAME HUNT FOR TWO (2) HUNTERS AND TWO (2) OBSERVERS
Bushmen Safaris
Contact: Travis and Dani Anderson
3405 E. Overland Rd. Suite 150
Meridian, ID 83642
www.bushmensafaris.com
travis@bushmensafaris.com
dani@bushmensafaris.com
(208) 322-5902
Booth #1018

It is Bushmen Safaris’ belief that the experience of this archery only hunt, the long hours of searching, tracking, watching and waiting, and the nervous excitement of those final moments, are all essential parts of the true hunting experience. With twenty-five species available on the Bushmen Safaris hunting conservancy, you will be sure to have an amazing hunt of a lifetime. Included are first-rate accommodations, food and beverages, one (1) Gemsbok, Impala, Warthog, Blesbok, Blue Wildebeest per hunter, round-trip ground transportation from the Johannesburg Airport, all hunt transportation, guide service, field staff and field prep. The hunt can be upgraded to include additional hunting days; see outfitter for details. Not included is airfare, any before/after hunt accommodations, taxidermy, shipping, VAT tax and gratuities.

Cost for additional Hunter: $6995
Cost of additional Non-Hunter: $150 per day
Trip arrival & departure point: Johannesburg Airport
Hunt Dates: 2019 & 2020
Choice of Weapon: Archery Only

A 3% buyers premium will be added to all State tag items paid for with credit card. No buyer’s premium will be added when paying with cash or check.
SN 03 – SFW

10-DAY ARCTIC RED RIVER OUTFITTERS DALL SHEEP HUNT FOR ONE (1) HUNTER

Arctic Red River Outfitters, LTD
Tavis Molnar * (867) 633-4934 * info@arcticred-nwt.com
Booth #1804

This hunt will take place in the Northern Mackenzie Mountains, some of the most remote and wild high country in NWT, which has rarely been hunted, but has traditionally produced exceptional trophies. The 2018 sheep season was an exceptional year, and the average age of rams taken was over 11 years. Hunter is responsible for air charter fee and license.

5% GST Taxes and $400 trophy fee are payable to NWT Government upon harvest.

Hunt Dates: August 16 to 27, 2020

SN 04 – MDF

NEW MEXICO SPECIAL BIG GAME ENHANCEMENT PACKAGE

New Mexico Department of Game & Fish
Contact: Nicole Tatman
www.wildlife.state.nm.us
Nicole.tatman@state.nm.us
(505) 476-8035

The five license, five species New Mexico Big Game Enhancement Package includes statewide licenses for pronghorn, elk, deer (mule deer or Coues whitetail), Persian (Bezoar) Ibex, and Gemsbok Oryx. The SCI World Record Persian ibex (non-native range) is from New Mexico, and the Florida Mountains consistently produce world-class billies. The new Boone & Crockett world record pronghorn was taken in New Mexico in 2013. New Mexico’s Rio Arriba county has more mule deer in the Boone & Crockett record book than any county in the United States. New Mexico elk hunting is world renowned and produces 400-class bulls annually. The successful bidder on this package may hunt all five species or barter/trade/sell any license he or she does not intend to hunt. Guide Service: Not included.

Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

Species:
(a) Deer: any 1 buck
(b) Elk: mature bull
(c) Oryx: either sex
(d) Ibex: either sex
(e) Pronghorn: mature buck

Weapon: Any legal weapon

Area:
(a) Deer: any legally accessible public lands where hunting is allowed and private land with written permission.
(b) Elk: any legally accessible public lands where hunting is allowed and private land with written permission.
(c) Oryx: any legally accessible public lands where hunting is allowed and private land with written permission. If the holder of an oryx authorization or license chooses to hunt on White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), they must contact the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish two weeks in advance of proposed hunt start date to schedule access to WSMR and must be accompanied by a badged department employee or WSMR escort.

Buyer is responsible for any shipping costs.
(d) Ibex: any legally accessible public lands where hunting is allowed and private land with written permission.
(e) Pronghorn: any legally accessible public lands where hunting is allowed and private land with written permission.

Dates:
(a) Deer: Sept 1, 2019 - Jan 31, 2020
(b) Elk: Sept 1, 2019 - Jan 31, 2020
(c) Oryx: Apr 1, 2019 - Mar 31, 2020
(d) Ibex: Apr 1, 2019 - Mar 31, 2020
(e) Pronghorn: Aug 1, 2019 - Nov 1, 2019

SN 05 – MDF
MULTI ZONE CALIFORNIA ELK PERMIT
State of California Department of Fish & Game
Contact: Julie Garcia- Environmental Scientist- Deer Program
1812 Ninth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
www.wildlife.ca.gov
julie.garcia@wildlife.ca.gov
(916) 445-3553

Trophy class elk found in every zone! Tag is good in five hunt zones. Season dates for this tag are open before the general season, so you can pursue the elk of your choice. California is the only state to have all three species of elk, Rocky Mountain, Roosevelt and Tule, take your pick on which one you would like to hunt, or hunt all three species and choose your favorite for harvest. Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

Proposed Hunt Zones and Seasons
Siskiyou hunt zone: September 4 - 22, 2019
Northwestern California hunt zone: August 28 - September 26, 2019
Marble Mountain hunt zone: September 4 - 22, 2019
Northeastern California hunt zone: August 28 - September 29
La Panza hunt zone: October 5 - December 8, 2019
(Access restrictions for state owned areas)

SN 06 – SFW
2019 UTAH STATEWIDE BULL MOOSE CONSERVATION PERMIT
Permit provided by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978  kevin@sfw.net
Booth #1405
SFW is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.
Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.
Hunt Dates: Aug 31 - Nov 15, 2019: Any Legal Weapon
SN 07 – SFW

“PONCHO” THE MULE

Mule provided by: Wyoming Wilderness Outfitters, Jake & T.J. Clark
For more information about “Poncho” call Jake’s cell 307-272-6635 or T.J.’s cell 307-272-4563
Sportsmen for Fish & Wildlife
Kelly Kreis (801) 652-7970 kelly@sfw.net
Booth # 1405

Poncho is an awesome 7-year-old john mule, standing 15.2 hands tall and weighing 1250 ponds. He is out of a registered quarter horse mare and a Scooter bred mammoth jack. Poncho is absolutely gentle and impeccably broke to ride. He has thousands of miles under a saddle and a pack saddle as well. He has packed everything from the kitchen panniers to bull elk and nothing bothers him. Poncho has a super friendly personality that allows him to be easily caught, bathes, clipped, shod and loaded in a trailer. Poncho will fit most anyone’s program and could go on in any new discipline.

SN 08 – SFW

2019 UTAH NINE MILE, GRAY CANYON ROCKY MOUNTAIN
BIGHORN SHEEP CONSERVATION PERMIT, ANY LEGAL WEAPON

Permit provided by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978 kevin@sfw.net
Booth #1405

SFW is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization. Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fees. Hunt Dates: Nov 1 - Dec 31, 2019: Any Legal Weapon

SN 09 – MDF

WEATHERBY MARK V OUTFITTER-FDE RIFLE

Offered by: Weatherby
Contact: Kevin Wilkerson
201 N. Connor Street
Suite 250
Sheridan, WY 82801
www.weatherby.com
kwilkerson@weatherby.com
(800) 227-2016
Booth #4448

Weatherby Mark V Outfitter-FDE Rifle.

The Mark V Outfitter FDE comes standard with Weatherby SUB-MOA guaranteed accuracy. This rifle sports a Magnum 9-Lug action chambered in the classic 257 Weatherby. The fiberglass stock with aluminum bedding blocks gives this rifle a strong foundation to make cross-canyon shots when the opportunity presents itself. The fluted barrel and bolt body aides in the reduction of weight and the Flat Dark Earth Cerakote finish on all metalwork guarantees a life of rugged dependability.
SN 10 – SFW

2019 UTAH FILLMORE, OAK CREEK BUCK DEER CONSERVATION PERMIT, HUNTER’S CHOICE
Provided by the Division of Wildlife Resources
Sportsmen for Fish & Wildlife
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978  kevin@sfw.net
Booth #1405

Hunt one of Utah’s most underrated deer units. The Fillmore, Oak Creek LE is producing some of the biggest deer in the state, bucks that will rival the world renowned Paunsaugunt and Henry Mountains.

Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.

SFW is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

Bidder will have the choice from one of the following seasons/weapons:
Hunt Dates:  Aug 17 - Sept 13, 2019: Archery
Oct 19 - Oct 27, 2019: Any Legal Weapon
Sept 25 - Oct 3, 2019: Muzzleloader

SN 11 – MDF

14 CT TANZANITE & DIAMOND RING
Contact: Greg Bookout
4609 Laguna Vista St
Las Vegas, NV 89147
Phone 702-951-7623

This Beautiful Hand Made Custom One Of A Kind Ring Was Made Specifically For The Mule Deer Auction. It Features A Massive Bluish Purple 8.35 Carat Rectangular Cushion Cut Tanza-nite Center Stone. The Large Gemstone Is Set In A Heavy 14k White Gold Ring Weighing 16.3 Grams. The Setting Is Encrusted With 216 Fiery White Diamonds Both Princess Cut And Round Brilliant Cut Tottalling 3.05 Carats. A Very Special Piece Of Fine, Custom Jewelry. This Remark-able Piece Comes With A Gemologist Authenticity And Appraisal For $16,780.

Jewelry Appraisals Can Vary Greatly. The Price Stated Is For Insurance Replacement Value & Authenticity Purposes Only. Please Only Bid On This Item If You Would Love To Own This Beautiful Piece.

SN 12 – MDF

GUNWERKS CUSTOM RIFLE PACKAGE
Gunwerks LLC
2301 Lt. Childers Street
Cody, WY 82414
(307) 296-7283
Booth # 734

Gunwerks has donated a complete long-range shooting system chambered in 6.5 PRC. The new, lightweight ClymR platform features a hand-built carbon fiber stock with integrated QD mounts and bipod rail, custom painted Cerakote and camouflage patterned stock. The rifle features a carbon fiber Proof Research barrel and is topped with a new Leupold Mark 5HD 3.6-18x44 with Gunwerks RH1 MOA Reticle. The entire package is fully tested, proven and includes a complete ballistic data package for a true out-of-the-box long range experience. (Includes a Gunwerks fitted foam travel case and 2 Seats for 2019 Long Range University in Cody, WY).
SN 13 – SFW

2019 HUNTS FOR THE BRAVE

Painting by Joe Everson
John Taylor (801) 403-4206
1sonatmsu@gmail.com
Booth # 1210

Own this unique work of art that was painted during our National Anthem tonight. The Artist and vocalist, Joe Everson has performed at many major sporting events here in the United States and for many Fortune 500 companies. His viral videos have over 190 million views. Please support our Veterans by bidding on this amazing live-auction art work.

SN 14 – MDF

2019 WASHINGTON THREE-DEER PERMIT

Washington Department of Fish & Wildlife
600 Capitol Way North
Olympia, WA 98501
www.wdfw.wa.gov
(360) 902-2519

Hunt Area: For black-tailed deer, those GMUs open to black-tailed deer hunting EXCEPT GMU 485 and those GMUs closed to deer hunting by the fish and wildlife commission. For mule deer, those GMUs open to mule deer hunting EXCEPT those GMUs closed to mule deer hunting by the fish and wildlife commission. For white-tailed deer, those GMUs open to white-tailed deer hunting EXCEPT those GMUs closed to white-tailed deer hunting by the fish and wildlife commission. Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

Hunting season dates: September 1 - December 31, 2019
Weapon: Any Legal Weapon.
Bag limit: One additional any buck black-tailed deer, one additional any buck mule deer, and one additional any buck white-tailed deer; total harvest not to exceed three animals.

SN 15 – SFW/UWSF

2019 UTAH KAIPAROWITS, EAST/ESCALANTE/WEST (ANY WEAPON) DESERT BIGHORN SHEEP CONSERVATION PERMIT

Permit provided by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Utah Wild Sheep Foundation
Travis Jensen (801) 641-5453
Booth #2237

Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of appropriate resident or non-resident license fees. UWSF & SFW are both 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organizations.
Hunt Dates: Sept 14 - Dec 31, 2019

SN 16 – SFW

2019 FULL CURL STONE OUTFITTERS, MOUNTAIN GOAT HUNT IN NORTHERN BC FOR (2) HUNTERS

Offered by: Full Curl Stone and Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Full Curl Stone and Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Luke Vince 587 988 2930 or Troy Justensen (801) 557-3362 troy@sfw.net
Booth #1405

Ten - day horseback goat hunt for (2) hunters with Full Curl Stone Outfitters in Northern British Columbia. Last year hunters had 100% success

Buyer is responsible for any shipping costs.
on goats. This is a great parent/child hunt or buddy hunt. Elk, Moose, Caribou and/or Black Bear can be added for a harvest fee. Tags, licenses, royalties and air charter not included. Not included: air charter fee to hunt area, license fees and 5% GST tax.

Dates: August 30 - September 8, 2019

SN 17 – SFW

**KUIU JASON HAIRSTON TRIBUTE RIFLE**

Model 700 Custom 6.5 Creedmoor  
Remington Arms  
Kelly Kreis (801) 652-7970 • kelly@sfw.net  
Booth #2133  

Through an unprecedented collaboration of some of the hunting industry’s foremost brands, we are proud to offer the Ultimate Sheep Rifle. Combining the finest components available, this is the embodiment of KUIU founder Jason Hairston’s vision of the perfect lightweight backcountry rifle, brought to life by the expert gunsmiths at the Remington Custom Shop. Weighing a mere 5.6 pounds, the Ultimate Sheep Rifle is built to withstand the unforgiving conditions and terrain typical of mountain hunting, with a titanium action and carbon-fiber wrapped barrel and premium carbon-fiber stock to ensure unfailing performance and accuracy in any situation. This gun comes with case of Barnes VOR-TX LR 6.5 Creedmoor Ammo.

SN 18 – SFW

**2019 UTAH STATEWIDE BULL ELK CONSERVATION PERMIT**

Permit provided by Utah Division of Wildlife Resources  
Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife  
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978 • kevin@sfw.net  
Booth #1405  
SFW is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization. Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.  
Hunt Dates:  
Aug 17 - Aug 30, 2019: Archery and  

SN 19 – MDF

**2019 COLORADO STATEWIDE MULE DEER LICENSE**

Colorado Division of Wildlife  
Contact: Andy Holland – Big Game Manager  
317 West Prospect Road, Fort Collins, CO 80526  
cpw.state.co.us • andy.holland@state.co.us  
(970) 472-4437  

When it comes to trophy deer, Colorado grows some of the best. Trophy buck mule deer can be found throughout Colorado anytime of the year. Colorado’s eastern plains are home to some exceptional whitetails. September is a good time to catch your trophy still in velvet at or above timberline. Hunt Colorado’s biggest mule deer in November during the rut. Whatever your choice, you will not be disappointed with the quality and quantity of Colorado’s mule deer. Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

Area: Statewide (seasonal and localized closures apply) See Colorado Proclamation.  
Dates: An auction or raffle deer license is valid in all units that are open to the hunting of deer in Colorado and entitles you to take one mule deer. The deer license is valid on a unit-by-unit basis from the beginning of the first open deer season in the unit in the unit until November 30th. Once a deer season of any method of take has opened in a unit, you can hunt using any legal manner of take (i.e. rifle, muzzleloader, archery) until you harvest a deer or until November 30th.
SN 20 – MDF – Endowment

**BEST OF THE WEST – HUSKEMAW OPTICS**

**Contact:** Farley Hicks
mdfhicks@gmail.com
(406) 491-6150

The Best of the West “Special Hunter Elite” Long Range Hunting Rifle Package. The Best of the West custom barreled action with a Special MDF Cerakote finish. Custom Muzzle Break
7MM Remington Mag.

The Best of the West Custom “Carbon Fiber” Long Range Stock with custom finish. Huskemaw “No-Fault Life-Time Warranty” Blue Diamond 5 x 20 x 50 with patented Dual turret system.

Flight Ready Hard Case
Two (2) Boxes of Ammo
Wind Meter
Huskemaw Prone Tripod

For more information contact Best of the West Customer Service at (866) 754-7618

100% of the donation will go to the MDF National Endowment Fund.

---

SN 21 – SFW

**2019 EXCEPTIONAL TROPHY ALASKA YUKON MOOSE AND CARIBOU HUNT ARCTIC RED RIVER OUTFITTERS**

Arctic Red River Outfitters, LTD
Tavis Molnar* (867) 633-4934 * info@articred-nwt.com
Booth #1804

Arctic Red is world renowned for its exceptional Dall sheep and Mountain Caribou. In recent years, the ARRO crew has added some Exceptional Trophy Moose and Caribou hunts. Last season ARRO moose hunters had excellent success, with several moose over 230 inches, and many bull Caribou over 400 inches. NOT included hunt licenses, nominal govt harvest trophy fees and 5% GST taxes. Bush flying from Norman Wells to the base camp and return is not included.

Hunt Dates: Sept 14 to 24, 2019

---

SN 22 – MDF

**2019 UTAH HENRY MTNS BUCK DEER CONSERVATION PERMIT – HUNTER’S CHOICE**

Permit provided by the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Mule Deer Foundation
**Contact:** Jessie Chase
1939 South 4130 West, Suite H • Salt Lake City, UT 84104
www.wildlife.utah.gov
jessie@muledeer.org
(801) 973-3940

The Henry Mountain premium deer unit has produced some of the largest deer in the country over the past 5 years. This is one of the top deer units in the country to hunt and is sure to be a very rewarding experience. Hunter may select the season of their choice.

Winning bidder is responsible for the additional payment of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fee for this species. We thank you for your support.

Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

Archery: Aug 17 - Sept 13, 2019
Muzzleloader: Sept 25 - Oct 3, 2019

---

*Buyer is responsible for any shipping costs.*
SN 23 – MDF

2019 UTAH STATEWIDE MOUNTAIN GOAT CONSERVATION PERMIT

 Permit provided by the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
 Mule Deer Foundation
 Contact: Jessie Chase
 1939 South 4130 West, Suite H • Salt Lake City, UT 84104
 www.wildlife.utah.gov
 jessie@muledeer.org
 (801) 973-3940

 Hunt any open unit and season. Utah produces several record book goats every year. Winning bidder is responsible for the additional payment of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fee for this species. We thank you for your support.
 Offered by Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501 (c) 3 tax exempt charitable organization.

 Season date: Any Legal Weapon Aug 31 - Dec 31, 2019

SN 24 – MDF

2019 UTAH STATEWIDE MULE DEER CONSERVATION PERMIT

 Permit provided by the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
 Mule Deer Foundation
 Contact: Jessie Chase
 1939 South 4130 West, Suite H • Salt Lake City, UT 84104
 www.wildlife.utah.gov
 jessie@muledeer.org
 (801) 973-3940

 Utah has become one of the premier states for trophy mule deer. The Utah Statewide Mule Deer Conservation Permit is one of the most desirable mule deer permits in North America. The proceeds from this tag go to habitat projects throughout the state, excluding Antelope Island, benefiting all deer management units. The hunter may hunt any unit in the state and most years’ deer are harvested on the legendary Henry Mountains unit. Don’t pass up the hunt of a lifetime.
 Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.
 Area: Statewide on any open unit excluding Antelope Island
 Archery: Aug 17 - Aug 30, 2019

SN 25 – SFW

2019 UTAH FILLMORE, PAHVANT BULL ELK LANDOWNER PERMIT

 Permit Provided by Division of Wildlife Resources and Pahvant Landowners Assoc.
 Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
 Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978  kevin@sfw.net
 Booth #1405

 This permit allows the hunter to hunt the private property that is a part of the Pahvant Landowner Association. The hunter will be required to sign a Liability Release Form provided by the PLA. Outfitters and guides will be required to sign the same release, as well as produce a certificate of insurance listing the PL as additionally insured. It is the responsibility of the buyer/hunter to contact the Pahvant Landowner association to verify all requirements to hunt the private property. Hunter is responsible for the cost of the state fee. Offered by Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife. SFW is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.
 Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.
 Buyer may select to hunt ONE of the following Seasons.
 Archery Dates: Aug 17 - Sept 13, 2019
 Any Legal Weapon (rifle) early hunt dates: Sept 14 - Sept 22, 2019
 Any Legal Weapon (rifle) late hunt dates: Nov 9 - Nov 17, 2019
 Muzzleloader Dates: Sept 23 - Oct 4, 2019

A 3% buyers premium will be added to all State tag items paid for with credit card. No buyer’s premium will be added when paying with cash or check.
SN 26 – MDF

**2019 WYOMING GOVERNOR’S DEER, ELK OR ANTELOPE LICENSE**

Wyoming Wildlife - The Foundation
1472 N. 5th St. Ste 201
Laramie, WY 82072
www.wyomingwildlifefoundation.org
(307) 432-9453

Proceeds from the sale of this tag go to Wyoming Wildlife - The Foundation and will be designated towards projects that directly benefit the species from which the tag originates. This license is valid for the 2019 season in any open hunt area in the state, both general license and limited quota license areas. However, Governor Elk licenses are not valid for Elk hunt areas 75, 76 and 79 located within the Grand Teton National Park. Season dates and license numbers for 2019 will be finalized in April of 2019. The buyer of this license must select the species, then, may hunt any open hunt area in the state – subject to existing season dates and limitations. Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

SN 27 – MDF

**7-DAY CROCODILE HUNT FOR ONE (1) HUNTER AND ONE (1) NON-HUNTER**
Roche Safaris
Roche Du Preez
Jeppe’s, Kegt
Hector, Spruit
info@rochesafaris.com
www.rochesafaris.com
+27 83 676-5748
Booth #3385

Experience the Dark Continent hunting free range Mozambique old school style. Travel to Mozambique for this exciting Crocodile hunt from Roche Safaris. One (1) hunter and one (1) non-hunter will have the opportunity to hunt for 7-days. This fantastic package includes the trophy fee for one (1) Crocodile, lodging, meals, airport transfers, the services of your own professional hunter, trackers, skinners, hunting license, permits, field prep and gun permit (rifle .375 or larger). Arrival and departure point is Tete Mozambique. The hunt can be taken in 2019 or 2020. Hunt can be upgraded with additional days at $450 US per day for the hunter and $250us per day for the non-hunter, additional hunters may be added at the same rate! And that’s not all, want to do more hunting? Additional game may be added to include Cape Buffalo, Hippo, Sable and more at the outfitters current price list!

Cost for additional Hunter: $450 per day + Trophy Fee
Cost of additional Non-Hunter: $250 per day
Trip arrival & departure point: Tete Mozambique
Hunt Dates: 2019 or 2020
Choice of Weapon: Rifle or Archery
Trophy Fees: None

SN 28 – SFW/MDF

**REMINGTON MODEL 7 STAINLESS 6.5 CREEDMOOR AND 1 CASE OF BARNES VOR-TX 6.5 CREEDMOOR AMMO.**

Remington Arms
Ray Crow           Kelly Kreis
(801) 973-3940           (801) 652-7970
ray@muledeer.org      kelly@sfw.net
Booth # 1605            Booth # 1405

This rifle features a 20 inch light stainless contour barrel with satin finish. An HS Precision Stock Black with spruce colored webbing weighing in at 6 lbs. Remington Booth #2133

Buyer is responsible for any shipping costs.
SN 29 – SFW

10-DAY MOOSE HUNT FOR (1) HUNTER – FULL CURL STONE BC

Offered By: Full Curl Stone & Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Luke Vince 587-988-2930
Booth #1405

A 10-day Trophy Northern British Columbia Moose Hunt. This is a perfect hunt for an older aged client, as most hunting is done within a half mile of a lake. Travel by Boat! Annually, Full Curl Stone takes some near record book bull moose. Not included: air charter fee from Watson Lake Yukon to hunt area, license fees, and 5% GST

Hunt Dates: Sept. 10 to 20, 2019

SN 30 – SFW

2019 UTAH PAUNSAUGUNT BUCK DEER LANDOWNER PERMIT

Sportsmen for Fish and Wildlife
Kevin Norman (435) 770-5978 kevin@sfw.net
Booth #1405

Arguably the best Mule Deer in the State. Consistently produces some of the largest deer in the west

Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.

Bidder will have the choice from one of the following seasons/weapons:

Hunt Dates: Aug 17 - Sept 13, 2019: Archery
Sept 25 - Oct 3, 2019: Muzzleloader

SN 31 – SFW

2019 NEVADA JARBIDGE WILDERNESS GUIDED LANDOWNER ELK HUNT

Cottonwood Ranch Hunting Services
Blain Jackson (435)770-8092 blainjackson@aol.com
Jason Molesbee (208)852-6199
www.cottonwoodranchlhs.com

Incredible opportunity for trophy class bulls. Very limited tags available.Blain Jackson and Jason Molesbee with Cottonwood Ranch Hunting Services has offered one of these coveted tags to SFW. They have fully donated their services for the package. These units have produced monster bulls over the past several years and 2019 will be a year you won’t want to miss.

These impressive bulls will get your attention with bulls up to 400” B&C. A number of Governors tags have been used in this prime elk territory. Leave the planning to Blain Jackson and his professional guides. Here’s a hunt of a lifetime you don’t want to miss.

Hunter is responsible for any additional costs of the appropriate resident or non-resident license fees.

Hunt will either be pack in on horseback - unit 072, Jarbidge Wilderness or vehicle hunt with ranch accommodations - in units 073-077, 079-081. Either choice will include 6 days of hunting.

Additional hunters can be added for $23,300 with tag. Non hunting guests $350/day.

Hunter guide ratio 1:1.

Hunter will have the choice of 2019 weapon/season; Archery, Muzzleloader or rifle.

SN 32 – SFW

7 DAY CLASSIC CAPE 2X1 BUFFALO SAFARI AT THE FAMOUS HISTORIC CHETE SAFARI

Area in Zimbabwe for 2 hunters and 2 mature trophy bull Cape Buffalo
Sportsmen for Fish & Wildlife
Kelly Kreis (801) 652-7970 kelly@sfw.net
Booth #1405

This amazing safari will take place in September, October or November of 2019 ( best timing available with little underbrush!) at Jimba Safaris Chele Safari Area and Sijarira Forest area comprising over 600,000 acres on Lake Kariba, the world’s largest manmade lake. The lucky winners will travel...
to Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe, where they will be met and transported to our beautiful Chete Gorge Camp located on a high cliff overlooking Chete Gorge and Lake Kariba. The hunters will venture out each day by hunting car or by boat in search of monster Dugga Boys with the assistance of a ZPWMA Certified Professional Hunter and a host of trackers, skinners and gun bearers! Hunting is done by tracking and on foot in the massive bushlands of Chete guaranteeing the challenging hunt of a lifetime. Shooting success is, very, very high and Chete has abundant other game including 6 of the dangerous 7!

Each hunter will have a private ensuite luxury chalet with a personal veranda featuring amazing views of the lake and stunning sunsets. All meals, drinks and daily hand laundry services are included. All trophy preparation, permits and tags are included and we will deliver your trophies to an expert taxidermist for export or mounting (ALL TAXIDERMY AT HUNTERS EXPENSE) and shipment to the USA. Airfares from the USA are not included but The Safari Connection will assist the hunters in booking the best priced flights available and help with ALL logistics ensuring your hunt goes perfectly. Transportation to the camp is not included and is at the hunters discretion to be transported by ground ($250 per person) or by air charter (starts at $1500). Additional game can be added during the hunt as available on quota at the standard prices listed on our 2019 species and price sheet. Additional hunting days are available at a discounted daily rate of $850 per day for this hunt only. Observers are welcome at $375 per day full board.

All hunts begin and end as mentioned at Historic Victoria Falls which is a world heritage site and one of the 7 natural wonders of the world. There are many touring options available and we can arrange lodging and activities there at significant discounts if desired. We have a booking agreement with the historic colonial Victoria Falls Hotel where legendary hunters such as Bell, Stigand and Capstick started many of their safaris! The Safari Connection is dedicated to providing ONLY hunts that meet the highest fair chase standards and we are dedicated to our customers guaranteeing you the safari of a lifetime.

WW.TheSafariConnection.com

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SN 33 – MDF</th>
<th>HAND BEADED MULE DEER SKULL BY JANA WALLER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skullbound TV</td>
<td>Donated by: Jana Waller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.skullboundtv.com">www.skullboundtv.com</a> • <a href="mailto:wallerjana@gmail.com">wallerjana@gmail.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Replica of a Utah monster buck from 2017. Hunter Denny Austad, a major contributor to wildlife and conservation, was able to hunt this amazing 220” gross buck on the State Wide Mule Deer auction tag that he purchased from WHCE on behalf of the Utah Division of Wildlife. Skull artist Jana Waller added the Swarovski Crystals to create a unique and amazing wall piece for your home or cabin. Skull & replica antlers donated by Doyle Moss and Split Image Replicas.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SN 34 – MDF - Endowment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAVID A. ARTHUR MEMORIAL MULE DEER BRONZE BY DENNIS JONES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact: David Dibben</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="mailto:davedibben@gmail.com">davedibben@gmail.com</a> • (816) 289-9299</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The David A. Arthur Memorial Bronze is a 1.5 x life size Mule Deer. Successful bidder will have their name engraved on a plaque placed on the base of the bronze. Successful bidder will receive a maquette of the Memorial Bronze for display at home or office. Only 30 plaques will be sold making this a special auction item for many years to come.

The bronze maquette was created by internationally acclaimed wildlife artist Dennis Jones. Many of his numbered limited edition collector pieces are displayed in galleries and museums around the world, even in regions as distant as the Far East. Dennis works with many conservation organizations to raise funds for wildlife conservation. Dennis is a great supporter of the Mule Deer Foundation.

100% of the donation will go to the MDF National Endowment Fund.

---

Auction Item Price

---

Buyer is responsible for any shipping costs.
SN 35 – MDF

**MDF 25TH ANNIVERSARY HENRY BIG BOY .45 LC**

Mule Deer Foundation
Contact: Jared Wire
1939 South 4130 West Ste. H
Salt Lake City, UT 84104
www.muledeer.org
jared@muledeer.org
(801) 973-3940
Booth #1605

From the Mule Deer Foundation gun vault, a truly amazing limited edition “Henry Big Boy”, .45 Caliber rifle, finished in five tone gold, which includes 24-karat gold, antique gold, high gloss nickel, antique nickel and black. #1 of 25 individually numbered limited edition rifles.

(picture and auction preview will be displayed, successful bidder will be receiving #1 of 25 from A&A Engraving).

SN 36 – MDF

**2019 OREGON STATEWIDE DEER TAG**

Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife
Contact: Isaac Sanders
4043 Fairview Industrial Drive, Salem OR 97302
www.dfw.state.or.us
(503) 947-6087

Hunt any of Oregon’s deer species with the legal weapon of your choice during this extended 4-month season! 2019 season starts August 1st. Proceeds benefit the Mule Deer Foundation and Oregon’s Access & Habitat Program, which improves wildlife habitat and hunting access to private land in Oregon.

Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.

Species: mule deer, black-tailed deer, white-tailed deer, or Columbian white-tailed deer

Area: Any area within Oregon wildlife unit boundaries as defined in the 2019 Oregon Big Game Regulations; except federal refuges and specific area closures as defined in the 2019 Oregon Big Game Regulations.

Season Dates: August 1 - November 30, 2019

Weapon: Any weapon legal for deer hunting in Oregon.

SN 37 – MDF

**2019 MULE DEER HUNT ON THE KAIBAB INDIAN RESERVATION FOR ONE (1) HUNTER**

Kaibab Band of Paiute Indians
Contact: Angelita and/or Carlos Bulletts
HC 65 Box 2
Fredonia, AZ 86022
www.kaibabpaiute-nsn.gov
abulletts@gmail.com
(435) 669-8815

This mule deer hunt takes place on the Kaibab Indian Reservation on the Arizona Strip. The reservation is located on the Arizona-Utah border, in northernmost Arizona. By tribal tradition, it’s where the Paunsaugunt and Kaibab deer herds meet. The hunter will arrive Sunday in Kanab Utah and the 5-day hunt will begin on Monday and conclude on Friday. The hunter and one (1) guest (in one room) will stay in Kanab Utah for six nights, Sunday through Saturday with meals provided.
This hunt is very exclusive because the tribe allows approximately 15 non-tribal member hunters per season. A tribal guide will be provided for the five hunt days and traditional lunches will be provided daily while you’re out. We will also provide transportation daily, if necessary.

As a memento of your hunt on the Kaibab Indian Reservation, you will also have a custom pair of deer hide moccasins made especially for your feet. ** Proceeds to benefit tribal veterans **

5-day Hunt between approximately November 24, 2019 - December 15, 2019
Cost of Extra Guest: $400

---

**SN 38 – SFW**

**LONE PEAK ULTRALITE CUSTOM RIFLE**

Lone Peak Arms
Kelly Kreis (801) 652-7970 kelly@sfw.net
Booth #1405

Built to perfection on Lone Peak Arms Razor Titanium action, paired with PROOF Research carbon fiber barrel, combined with SS Rifles 155 Composite Stock and chambered by SS Rifles in 28 Nosler. Finished off with Hawkins Precision Bottom Metal and a Trigger Tech trigger. This rifle will fulfill all your hunting dreams. We used the most precise machining techniques to make this custom rifle perform every time you squeeze the trigger.

---

**SN 39 – MDF**

**2019 WYOMING GOVERNOR’S MOOSE TAG**

Wyoming Wildlife - The Foundation
1472 N. 5th St. Ste 201
Laramie, WY 82072
www.wyomingwildlifefoundation.org
(307) 432-9453

Proceeds from the sale of this tag go to Wyoming Wildlife - The Foundation and will be designated toward projects that directly benefit the species from which the tag originates. The license is valid in any hunt area in accordance with Commission regulations, except the following:

A WY Governor Moose license shall not be valid in any moose hunt area which has a total quota of ten (10) or less antlered, or any moose licenses. The 5-year waiting period is waived for recipients of the WY Governors moose license. In addition, preference points will not be lost by the recipients of a WY Governors moose license. The recipient of the WY Governors moose license will receive an application form, which must be returned for the issuance of the license. This form cannot be copied. There is no deadline to submit the application and license fee. However, it is recommended to allow two (2) weeks to process and return the license prior to your intended hunt. Once the license is issued, the license cannot be cancelled or transferred to another individual. The authorization for this license will expire December 31, 2019 and cannot be carried over into another year. Hunters are also required to purchase a conservation stamp prior to hunting big game in the state of Wyoming. Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization.
SN 40 – MDF

4-DAY HUNT IN SPAIN FOR TWO (2) HUNTERS FOR TWO (2) IBERIAN RED DEER

Giuseppe Carrizosa • Spain
Contact: Curro Carrizosa • Calle Libra 47 • Madrid 28023 Spain
www.giuseppecarrizosa.com • giuseppecarrizosa@gmail.com • +34 913-572-064
Booth #1337

Giuseppe Carrizosa- Spain, SCI’s 2009 Int’l Professional Hunter, is donating a 4-day hunt in Spain for two (2) hunters for two (2) Iberian Red Deer. Accommodations will be at El Castanar, our XVth century hunting lodge in the Toledo Mts. This property has been owned by the same family since the XVth century, and has hosted the Spanish Royal family hunts for generations. Included with this hunt: Reception at the Madrid Int’l Airport, assistance at gun clearance and gun permit fees, all land transportation, full board top class accommodations for two (2) hunters up to 4-days maximum, professional hunter (on 2x2 basis), scouting of the area before hunter arrives and trophy fee for one (1) Iberian Red Deer hunter (hunter may also use the trophy fee value, $4,900, to upgrade to an ibex hunt). Besides top class accommodations and spectacular cuisine, you will enjoy breathtaking sceneries, get to see how fighting bulls are raised and managed, maybe get to see a bull fight at the private bull ring on the property, tourism, golf, wonderful shopping and sightseeing. Giuseppe encourages you to bring a companion, as this unforgettable experience is as enjoyable for the hunter as it is for the companion.

Hunt may be extended (hunter at $790/day & non-hunter $390/day) Additional harvest opportunities available. Contact guide for additional species/fees.

Dates: 2019 & 2020
Trip arrival & departure: Madrid, Spain
Total Cost of License and Tag: $295/state for Hunting License and 21% V.A.T on hunt donation value
Hunter is responsible for $95 hunting insurance

SN 41 – SFW

ALASKA SITKA BLACKTAIL DEER HUNT FOR ONE (1) HUNTER

Kelly Kreis (801) 652-7970 kelly@sfw.net
Booth #1405

Kodiak Safaris offers world class unguided Sitka Blacktail Deer Hunts, including fox and sea ducks. With our Cast & Blast special, you can come up to the great Kodiak Island and customize your trip with hunting, fishing & crabbing all in the same week, Caribou can be added for an additional cost. This is a 5 day/5 night hunting package, all inclusive with lodging, meals, fishing gear and fish processing. Excludes license and airfare.

SN 42 – MDF

2019 ARIZONA SPECIAL LICENSE – MULE DEER TAG

Arizona Game & Fish Department
5000 W. Carefree Highway
Phoenix, AZ 85086
www.azgfd.com
(623) 236-7349

Arizona is legendary for its outstanding mule deer herd. The Kaibab and Arizona Strip regions of the state are known for producing massive bucks that continue to break records. The tag allows a licensed hunter to take one antlered mule deer in any legal hunting unit in Arizona. Private property is OK with permission. MDF returns 100% of your donation to Arizona Game & Fish Department for management and habitat projects that will benefit mule deer.

Offered by the Mule Deer Foundation. MDF is a 501(c)3 tax exempt charitable organization. Area: Statewide (except Camp Navajo in Unit 6B, Mohave County Park Lands in Unit 16A and Fort Huachuca in Unit 35A).

Season Dates: August 15, 2019 – August 14, 2020
Weapon Type: Any firearm, crossbow or bow and arrow, except in units with M designation where bow and arrow may be used as described in Arizona Big Game Rules
TAKE THE LONG WAY AROUND

Rev up on the longest ATV trail system in America

The high country of central Utah boasts mountain lakes stocked with trout, aspen forests that turn gold in the fall ... and the most extensive network of ATV and OHV (Off-Highway Vehicle) trails in the nation. The Paiute Trail system is over 900 miles long, with additional 50- and 60-inch side trails in excess of 2,000 miles. Driving the primary trail nonstop takes about 25 glorious hours. But why rush through? Beautiful campgrounds dot the trail, or ride into little towns along the way if the comfort of a real bed and a hot shower is more your style. However you add it up, you’ll find an epic off-road adventure in Utah.
A TRUCK FOR ALL SEASONS

Visit your Utah Toyota Dealer today.